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This report is one of a sefies directed toward providing a scientific basis for 
priority ordering of experiments for planetary missions in the 1970s. Our approach 
is evaluation of the potential of experiments and missions for answering questions 
bearing on the key scientific goals of the planetary program, viz understanding 
the origin and evolution of the solar system and the distribution and role of life 
in the solar system. A prior document developed a list of general questions whose 
answers would give the key to the course of solar system history at crucial points. 
The present report listr the questions concwrning each individual planet which 
bear upon the more general que*ions or upon similar questions concerning life. 
For orientation, the chapter on each planet begins with a resume of the current 
state of knowledge of that planet. This is followed by a projection of some of the 
advances in knowledge expected by 1971. Finally. we present the list of questions 
on the planet, each with remarks on the implications of the question and with a 
discussion of the types of experiments that will contribute toward answering the 
question. Several Appendixes treat topics considered worthy of some amplification. 
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This study is one of a series whose goal is to provide 
a scientific basis for priority ordering of planetary mis- 
sions and experiments during the next decade. The ap- 
proach adopted is to proceed in a sequence of steps from 
general major goals of solar system science to explicit 
questions about the individual planets, and then to con- 
sideration of experimental techniques for answering these 
questions. Scientific priorities of the experiments, finally, 
will be derived by an iterative process that takes into 
account: 
(1) The importance of each question for progress 
toward general goals. 
(2) The possibility of answering or illuminating (shed- 
ding some light on) the question by practical 
techniques. 
(3) The power of certain techniques to answer or illu- 
minate a multiplicity of questions. 
It is hoped that scientific priorities of various mission 
types can ultimately be assessed largely by integrating 
this material in such a way as to display the importance 
of the advances that each type of mission offers. 
In preparing this report, we have necessarily assumed 
certain scientific goals that will determine the kind of 
exploration and, to some extent, the relative priorities 
of experiments. The two principal goals are: an under- 
standing of the origin ‘and evolution of the solar system, 
and an understanding of the origin, extent, and role of 
life in the solar system. 
The problem of the origin of the solar system remains 
largely unsolved. The matter from which the solar system 
was formed is now widely considered to have existed at 
some.past time as diffuse dust and gas. The initial rela- 
tion of this matter to the Sun is not known; a currently 
much discussed hypothesis, however, is that the Sun, and 
Iater the planets, accreted from a common reservoir of 
material. The part of the gas-dust cloud that contracted 
to form the planets may have been modified both in 
distribution. and chemically by s o h  radiation. The ac- 
cretion process itself may have involved a number of 
stages. Perhaps bodies accreted, broke up, and accretcd 
again. It seems certain that the planetary bodies that 
were ultimately formed have since been subject to major 
physical and chemical changes during their histories, 
largely as a result of internal radioactive heating. 
A framework for discussing the major problems that 
must be solved to understand and reconstruct the origin 
of the solar system is given in Rdams et al. (Ref. 1). 
These problems are: 
Are the individual terrestrial planets and satellites 
each chemically uniform or nonuniform? 
Did final accretion result in the present array and 
arrangement of planets and satellites, or have 
these been subsequently altered? 
M’as the cloud from which the planets condensed 
chemically homogeneous at the time of final 
accretion? 
\\.‘hat was the state of the Sun-cloud system when 
i t  first became a recognizable unit? 
Il’ere there large-scale elementnl and isotopic non- 
uniformities in the contracted nehula that was the 
progenitor of the cloud or the Sun-cloud system? 
To the extent that it is possible to  answer these ques- 
tioris, it should be po\sible to rcconstruct the ciiict event\ 
antl processes i n  solar s! stem history. Certain kinds of, 
informatioii ilr<> ~ i c ~ d c d  for each planet in order to 
achieve these answers. 
It set’ms probaMe th,it this informdtioii w i l l  include 
data on thcir motions (orbital and rotator? ); on their 
compositions inclutling thc interii,il st%itc and ciistribu- 
tion of mass, 011 their ,hapt., therm‘il rc.giinc5, and surt:ice 
p r o p  tics: .inel on the compositions of their atmospheres. 
It \vould rendcr this report too t.xten\ive to attempt a 
c.1ctnilt.d riisc.ussion of liow such iiitornkation inay relate 
to the evolution of thv solar system i t n d  inay also hc> inter- 
rc,latrcl For such n discussion. refererwe rnny be madr 
t o  Adams ( A t  AI .  (Ref 1) ancl to the list of papers cited 
I)y thcm. 
Ttie secoiid scicntific goal, that of underst,mding the 
origin, cxtent, a11d role of l i f t  in the sola- 
ri~latwl in a comp1c.x \r.,iy to the broader (1 
III  c.volution. A t  some tirne in the e\dut ion 
11. eonditioirs b c t a r n c a  favorable for biogenr.sis. 
The environincntal conditions necwsar) for hiogenesis arc 
o11:il)ly i s  cll known (Ref. 2). Thew conditions are: 
( I \  An atmo\phcrc and surface conditions such that 
Iiquic? 1v.itt.r i \  present. 
(2) An dtmosphere tha t  is chemically reducing. 
( 3 )  AburicLuiie of cmhon for r‘irbon clicmibtry. 
Rut it is not yet clear when in the Earth’s history these 
conditions came to .exist and for how long. Furthermore, 
we do not know whether these conditions ever were 
reached on other planets. One can consider hvo periods 
in a planet’s evolution when the environrncnt for bio- 
genesis might exist: 
(1) At the effective termination of accretion of 
planet. 
(2) After self-modification and outgassing of the 
creted planet. 
It would be of the greatest interest to reconstruct 
history of the solar system and of each planet to give R 
picture of the surface environment at thew stages. In 
practice, the evidence is likely to remain incomplete. 
F‘urthcrmore, pact em ironmcnts have lmm modified by 
subsequcnt txternJ .tiid intcrnal (pianetary) proc 
1,ife itself on the Earth has modified the atmosphere a n d  
the surface cxtensivcly. 
the 
ac- 
the 
The qenmal cffect of t h k  modification (oftcn refcrred 
to as “l)1olo~ic fecdltack”j of the, Earth’s \iirf,tce antl 
qear-surf,ice environment ha\ b c ~ ~  to rendttr conditioii\ 
I (  5 5  fa\ orable to subsequent notilmtic synthesis of high 
nmlt~cu1,ir weight orgamc compounds. :in example is the 
prcwnt liigh’ly oxidi~ing atmo\phcrc, M hich is almost 
ccrt,iinlv a result of biotic acticity ,ind which \iolatcs 
one of the primary rcquirrments listed almve for spon-  
t,incotis syntlwsis. Tliu5, the appro;ich requirtd is one of 
hypothcticd “reconstrric-tion” of carly terreytrinl condl- 
tions 50 to ciliminatc such minimal biotic t*ffwts on 
tlw ciivironmcnt. The “rcconstruc-tion” both for tlic E,irth 
and other plancts rcquircs extcnsivc knowledge of pres- 
ent plan‘c~tary iitmospheric compositions - partic.iilnrly in 
ciiscs whcrc the ,ibsenc.e. or minimal extent, of 1)iotic. 
nc.ti\ it? Imvcs on ly  inorgmic Inodification o f  the oriqinal 
surfac c conditions to bc Itc-counted for. 
In this \tur’iv, NT hacc considercd (according to the 
. i l i o \ ~  ol)jrcti\.t \i t h r  most iiiiportant data that ~ I C  needed, 
evaluated thc current and possible near-future knowl- 
edge, and investigated the extent to which a modified 
Marfner program could accomplish our scientific goals. 
Just a’s the Adams et al. study (Ref. 1) translated the 
general goal of understanding the origin and evolution 
of the solar system into explicit questions about solar 
system bistoq, a similar study by Fanale and Horowitz 
(Ref. 2) is clirectd toward assessing the significance of 
biology in planetary history along the lines discussed 
abote. \\’hen this study is completed it should be pos- 
sible to provide a Lroadcr I)asc, for establishing the bio- 
ions for the individiial planets. 
ts ck or 
The present report was written in response to urgeht 
requirements of the ,4 t lva1~c~l  Planrtary Ilission Tech- 
nolog), Piogr:tin for \cieiicca r:ition,ilcs for a number of 
planetarv missions. Cirtwmstanee\ ha\ e prevented its 
1wing the actual h i r e d  scqucl to the gcriernl strategy 
documc:nts. in that it does not tracc c.\plicitl) thr  steps 
from the qencml qwstions to tltc question., for the in&- 
vidual plaricts. Iiowevc,r, it c ~ n t a i n s  mwl i  hasic material 
that has lwcn found iiscfiil for i?ission \tudits and tliat 
will piotide important rlrmcnts of the, r . tcmtl i , i l  full) 
derived scieittitic plan for p1:inetan- euploration. For 
each of the planets. 3lercur) Vcwur, lf‘irs, and Jupiter, 
it contains: 
(1) ,I c’iisciission 01 the potential scitwtiflv contribution 
reprcwnted l x  knon-lcdge of that planet. 
(2) A succinct sumimr) of pcxrtiiient prc5ent knowledge. 
( 3 )  A projection of forcseeablc A-ances through 1970. 
(4) A set ot t h m  outstanding qut.stioiis that be‘tr on 
thc gmtbrLtl qiic\tions ot solar sy\teni e\ otution 
and on the hiologiciil quc*stlons of p1anet.q. 
rvolution. 
(5) For e x h  cluestion, a suggestion of some of the 
cxprrimciital techniqucs likely to illuininatt~ it 
\ “ m s v  cr” \’I ould prohildy bt.  too strong a wo 
nearly all c aws, tinfortun,ttc4~ ) IT‘ecliniqiic~\ 
ci‘tted rt  ith littlc-considercd 1970-tIccadc missions 
h,ivt. I)crm Iargcl! omitted. 
hfuch of the material presented here has already been 
incorporated in individual mission studies made during 
FY 1968. 
The missing elements, needed for a complete plan, 
are: 
(1) An explicit derivation of the planetar! questions 
from tlic general questions. 
(2) A consequent assessment of thc importance of each 
plalwtar!, question, based on how directly or how 
extensively it is related to the gencral cluc*stiom. 
(3) Quantitativt. st,itcmciits of instrument and mis- 
sion characteristic \ necessary for att,icking cach 
question. 
(4) A retabu1,ition of the question - technique matrix 
th,it lists t h t b  qucbstions subject to illumination by 
cach technique. 
Rcc,iuw of the iniizing eltwwnts cited ,tho\ e. ns \vel1 
A s the. r<t pic 1 i d  t ,i nr cn 1 t m  t of 111 aiie t ar y kncin.1 cdgc~, the 
m,tter i,il hercin ~1iou1(1 lie consicltrcd a, :I report on work 
111 progress. 
Finally, xvc notc that in tlie prcccntation of much im- 
rriedi,ite m d  pr(ijectetl werltific, infonnntion, the ‘iuthors 
have, pcrforcc. lzeen inor(’ hief land thus Inorc arbitrary 
or dogmatic.) t h a n  1% ould bc. ‘ippropri&> in a strictly 
s,c.icntitic .tecount. The chapter on cach planet contain5 
refercnws to more. complete ncconnts ,is -ATII a 5  refer- 
Expanded diwussion5 of some of the inore important 
questions or ,ire,is tire givcn in the Appenclixes. 
(w.x%\ that siippurt t l i c s  ,tsscLItions i i i  somc contentious 
<ire,is. but extcmsivc. referencing has not heci~ incluctcd. 
c 
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YO 
a rs 
resent Knowledge 
A re,tsonable :tcctimul,ttion oi clatct about Mars has 
hccn accluircd. I,trgcly from the  numerous obscrvations 
of recent 1 ears and froin the experiments conducted on 
the 3larirzer 1L- mission, €Iowoer.  in ,ilmost e \w) area, 
missing cIements of data (or results in which we hate  
littlv co~ifidenccf rn,ike our unrlcrrtmding imperfect and. 
our picturc of the plant*t tt.nt,\tiLv. A s  ,311 example. the 
domimnt constituent of the atmosphere 'ippears to lie 
CO-, but present &ita \1~ould allow an  unkrio\vn inert 
c-ompontvit, such as A or h--, to account for an) fraction 
up to 50'; . This uncertainty lc*d\  t o  A Imiic inclcfinitc- 
iiess in any model of t h r  atmosphcxc~'s \trticture or its 
rnm cments. Another rxamplcb arises in  thc conflicting 
i,iru.j on the correlation of r'idar retiirn signals with 
visible ft,uturt.s on the Martim surface. Tlic tincertninty 
here h;ls so f a  hlocktd 'ittempts to rclate the rna rhgs  
to plausible topographic fcatures and t 
I m n  <in obd.~ck to a n y  dec pc'r untlc 
c s  rc.flectcd h y  these 
3fx-s 1969 c>xpcrimcnt\ m:t> r t d v t .  the major difficulties 
i r i  hoth c'iws. 
A. Bulk Properties and Planetary Interior 
The equatorial r,idiu\ is 3393 f 2- 4.0 k m  from the 
Rfarincr IV flyhy (1k.f. I) .  The "dyndmical flattening" 
i flattc>ning ot the internal mn\s distribution), &rived 
either from thc  orbital motion of thc satcllitc I-'ltoIms or 
from the trajectory of 3 f n r i w r  l!'. is 0 00525. The appar- 
ent optical flattening is about t n o  times :is large. Spc~c- 
troscopic 5tucl l r .s  suggcst that this opticd f1,ittening docs 
not  tc5ft.r to the solid siirfncc. of hlarc and. thcoretic'tlly. 
i t  \voulcl IE ditficult to accept. hut the cffrct ha\ not 
1 )yen ,tdecluately explained. 
5 
Moon). Interior models (density versus radius) designed 
to reproduce the dynamical flattening do not give a 
unique answer to the question of a core. Nonetheless, 
models involving a very small Martian core are the most 
satisfactory. 
ever, the relation between this datum and the 
”degree of differentiation” of Mars is complicated by 
the second major piece of geophysical data concerning 
bulk Martian propgrties; i.e., Mars’ low uncompressed 
density (mean is 3.94 g-cm-”). The uncompressed density 
is roughly intermediate between those of the Earth and 
the Moon. Besides its obvious implications with regard 
to the change in the bulk Fe:Si ratio with increasing 
heliocentric distance, this density also means that Mars 
would not be expected to have the same dynamic flatten- 
ing as the Earth even if i t  were thoroughly differentiated. 
Much more precise data on the distribution of Mars’ 
mass are needed (presumably from observations of its 
satellite orbits). Such information would have profound 
implications for the history of the Martian surface 
environment. 
B. Physiography 
The Martian surface has been seen from Earth with a 
* best resolution of about 100 km: the hfariiier ZV photo- 
graphs have a best resolution of about 4 km. Earth-based 
observations show (lark areas of irregular shape covering 
about one-third of the planet, and brighter areas cover- 
ing the remainder. Polar caps of perhaps water and/or 
60, ice appear seasonally. The bright areas are dis- 
tinctly orange-colored; the dark areas J s o  reflect a large 
ambunt of orange light, but  appear brown, gray, green, 
and blue, visually and in color photographs. 
Observ‘itions of cloud motions are too rare to have re- 
sulted so far in any firm conclusions about \fartian atmo- 
spheric circulation. hfany (lark lines traversing the bright 
areas have reportedly bcen observed visually, although 
only the broadest features have been photographed. The 
existence of the finer fecitures as actual continuous linea- 
ments is in debate. 
No agreement exists concerning topographic relations 
between bright and dark areas. Separate radar observa- 
tions have given conflicting results as to whether a 
correlation exists betwwn return signal strength charac- 
teristics and surface markings. Strong longitudinal varia- 
tions in the radar retunis, however, indicate that there 
are large variations in the roughness of hl artian topog- 
raphy (Ref. 2). 
The critical questions are whether the light and dark 
areas represent different petrologic provinces like the 
continents and ocean basins on Earth, and whether topo- 
graphic differences exist as the result of isostatic a m -  
perisation for density differences in “continental” and 
“oceanic” columns. 
The surface is covered with craters varying in size 
from the resolution limit up to at least 120-km diameter. 
There appear to be more craters on the Martian surface 
than on the highlands of the Moon. For craters with 
diameters greater than about 30 km, the size-frequency 
distribution of craters on Mars is similar to that on the 
Moon. Below that size, those on 34ars arc either fewer 
or statistically less distinct than those of the same size 
on the Moon. 
C. Surface Mu~erial$ 
The spectral and photometric properties of both the 
bright and dark areas arc’ consistent with a surface com- 
posed primarily of silicates. The reddish coloration and 
near IR absorption features can be matched by oxidized 
basaltic rock (Ref. 3 ) .  The amount of iron oxide need 
not be more than a few percent. 
The six-frequency distribution of p.irticulate mate- 
rials is unknown Iiowet er, the mcm radar cross section 
(6.3‘ ,’ 1 is e w n  lowgr tlian that of the 34oon (7‘3; ), sug- 
gmting a highly porous surface matc~rial (Ref. 2). 
ave of ~ a r ~ e n i n ~  
The importance of the “wave of darkening’’ 1ic.s in its 
being possible clue to the presence of life on Mars. 
Lfr1iik this interpretation h a s  been challenged, no satis- 
factory alternative seems to h a w  been put  forward. The 
phenomenon has been. rlcwri1)ed b y  Sagm and Haughey 
(Ref. t z )  as “a progressixc a l l ~ d o  decline of the Martian 
dark areas (but not tht. bright :ireas) starting in local 
springtime From the edge of the vaporizing polar ice cap, 
m d  moving towxds m c l  acres the equator.” There i s  
yuautitativc evidentse that dark areas d,irkcn during 
tlic Martian spring, reaching maximum darkness after the 
. LVhcther the darkening occurs as a 
“wave” from the pole has been contested. A statistical 
anal)si4 (Ref. 5) showed that, whilr. there are rtreas that 
“violatr the concept of ,In invariable wave,” there is ‘‘a 
very significant correlation of latitude with the time of 
maximum darkening.” 
The waves start alternately from the two polar caps at 
Slartian half-) w r  intervals, cross the equator, and fade 
at about 22-deg latitude in the opposite hemisphere from 
which they began. The rate of propagation is variable 
but averages about 35 km per day. The time from begin- 
ning of darkening to maximum darkening is 0.30-0.35 
Martian yr in the circumpolar and temperate areas, 
0.30 yr at the boundary of the equatorial zone, and 0.15 yr 
in the equatorial area. The total duration of darkening 
(minimum to maximum and back to minimum) is 
0.67 Martian yr for the wave proceeding from the 
north cap in the circumpolar areas, and 0.55 yr for 
the north wave at its southern limit. The wave proceed- 
ing from the south cap lasts 0.50 Martian yr in the cir- ’ 
cumpolar area, and 0.40 yr at its northern limit. 
The average darkening of dark areas on Mars incieases 
from poles to equator. The additional darkening result- 
ing from the wave of darkening decreases from poles*to 
, equator. This gradicnt is offset by the effect of the two 
waves from opposite poles overlapping in the equatorial 
regions. Additional information on the fine-scale appear- 
ance of the various dark areas at different times in the 
wave cycle is somewhat subjective. 
E. Atmosphere 
More than half of the Martian atmosphere is thought 
to be CO1. Abundance estimates range from 65 to 
110 m-atm, with 90 m-atm (6.7 mbar partial pressure) 
considered a current best value. CO has also been posi- 
tively identified, its abundance hcing roughly 10 cm-atm. 
Spectroscopic evidence has been given for the existence 
of water vapor in amounts varying from 0 to 30p pre- 
cipitable. Results on the total mass of the atmosphere 
are in some disagreement, but most of the recent values 
of surface pressure lie between 5 and 15 mbar, with 
9 mbar a current best value. 
Although ground temperatures may rise as high as 
300°Kf atmospheric temperatures do not appear to riw 
as high as 270°K at any time. Calculations indicate that 
polar air temperatures, even near the surface, may fall 
to 150”K, the temperature at which COL freezes. 
The hlariner N experiments found a maximum iono- 
spheric electron demity of 9 2-1 X lo4 electrons-&m-’ 
and an eIectron scale height of 22 km on ingress (the 
day side). The experiments detected no ionosphere 
(<4 X 10’ electrons-cm-‘#) on egress (the night side). 
Numerous model upper atmospheres have been derived 
from this limited knowledge; the derived exosphere tem- 
perature? range from 55 to 550” E; for mnspot-minimum 
flux. If the lower values of- the exosphcric temperature 
are valid, it is important to note that the lower Martian 
exospheric temperature u~ould overcompensate for the 
lower gravitational field and that, hence, Mars would be 
more capable than Earth (.- 1800” K exospheric tem- 
perature) of retaining light gaseous constituents. 
The Martian atmosphere appears to exhibit two or 
three types of clouds. White clouds often appear over 
the polar caps and near various dark areas. They are 
thought to be condensed vapor, probably of H,O or COz. 
The Martian atmosphere also seems to contain a gen- 
eral haze that is invisible to the naked eye in unfiltered 
light, but always yhotographable in blue or violet light. 
This “violet layer”’ or “blue haze” contains irregularities 
that are often c%lled blue clouds. The exact nature of the 
general obscuration is unknown. It usually blots out all 
surface features at wavelengths less than h4600 in small 
areas or over most of the visible hemisphere, but the 
features can be discerned at wavelengths down as far as 
4200 ,S, during “blue clearings.” 
Yellow clouds are rather rare. They may be very small 
or, in extremely ‘rare cases, may cover most of a hemi- 
sphere. They sometimes persist for days, and may propa- 
gate with speeds approaching 150 km/h, although speeds 
less than 30 km/h are the general rule. The yellow 
clouds are generally thought to be dust. 
F. Prospects for Presence of Life 
The wave of darkening, although not understood, is 
regarded by some as constituting the strongest present 
evidence that there may be life on Mars. While there are 
still unexplained features in the infrared spectra, there 
is no longer any serious attempt to identify these with 
organic molecules. The apparent spectral indications of 
methane or methyl compounds seen in 1965 uere not 
reproduced in 1967. 
The spectral indicatioris of water vapor satisfy a sup- 
posedly necessary condition for the presence of life, but 
not a sufficient one. The Mariner IV television evidence 
of a very ancient uneroded surface certainly suggests 
that abundant liquid water is not present in the area 
observed. From thermodynamic arguments, liquid water 
could be present only in local {perhaps even microscopic) 
rt*gions M here a nonequilibrium condition might prevail, 
hut whether unconfined liquid v-ater is necessary for the 
presence of life is not firnil!. established. 
Rocket ~ncn~urements of Martian ultraviolet spectra 
indic‘itc thnt  rddiatiori n t  wavelengths above 2400 .X 
JPb T 7 
reaches the surface in significant quantities. However, 
even for unprotected living things it would not neces- 
sarily be lethal. On Earth, certain life forms can survive 
in quite intense ionizing radiation fields (e.g., certain 
ae in nuclear reactor cores). 
used Observations 
i 
Several major programs of Earth-based investigations 
of Mars were carried out during the 1967 opposition, 
and others are planned for 1969. Extremely accurate 
21-filter colorimetry was done at Caltech during the past 
opposition, and the results should be available during 
1965. Radiometric mapping was also carried out by 
Caltech using four channels (9, 11, 13, and 8-14p), and 
shouId resuIt in improved temperature maps, although 
polar regions were inaccessible. Interferometric spectra 
taken during 1967 will result in an accurate CO abun- 
dance determination, a more accurate surface pressure 
determination, and improved knowledge of minor atmo- 
spheric cons t ituen ts. 
An extended program of reflectance spectroscopy of 
the polar caps and other parts of the planet during 1969 
may settle the qucstion of cap compoqition. By the end 
of 1969, photographic spectra should have given im- 
proved figures for CO, and I J 2 0  abundances, distribu- 
tions, and time variations. Interferometric: spectroscopy 
will he cxtendcd to the 2-4,~ region in a new search for 
minor cons ti tuents. 
Radar studies of Mars at wavelengths from 3.5 to 
70 cm should result in improved knowledge of the gross 
topography of ;If;irs. 
If successful, the Mariner Mars 1969 mission should 
lead to major advances in our understanding of several 
unresolved questions about Mars. The following para- 
graphs indicate the nature of the more likcly advances. 
The mission and its expected results arc described in 
more detail in Appendix A. 
1. Visual imaging. The best resolution of Mariner 
Mars 1969 TV images will be about 0.1 km, substantially 
better than that of the best Earth-based photographs of 
the Moon (about 1 km). They should allow some esti- 
mate to be made of. at least, gross surface elevation dif- 
ferences and of cloud heights. Crater statistics will be 
extended to smaller. diameters than seen on h4ariner IV 
photographs and will give an indication of the past his- 
tory of the planet and processes responsible for its 
surface features. There will be a sufficient number of 
“canals” photographed to settle their reality or otherwise 
as surface features, and perhaps their physical character. 
Far-field photography should give improved accuracy 
for the visible figure of the planet. With luck, one of the 
satellites may be photographed, and its size and albedo 
thus determined. 
2. Znfrared radiometer. The infrared radiometer (IRR) 
experiment, by mapping the surface temperature, will 
assist in determining the nature of special features de- 
tected in TV images. Examples are light areas, such as 
were observed around some craters by the ‘Mariner IV 
experiment, and cloud features of various kincls. 
By determining the evening temperature decrease, the 
IRR results should give an improved value for the ther- 
‘mal inertia, which is characteristic of surface texture. 
/ 
At pressures expected at the Martian surface, CO, wiIl 
sublime at 150°K. Through direct measurement of the 
thermal emission from the southern polar cap, the radi- 
ometer experiment \vi11 determine whether or not the 
temperature is low enough to allow CO, ice formation. 
This feature of the experiment may be lost if the polar 
cap ha5 heavy cloud cover during the encounter. 
% 
3. Itifrared spectrometer. The objectives of the infra- 
red spectrometer (IRS) experiment are: 
To ascertain the presence of polyatomic molecules. 
To determine the compositional variations of atmo- 
spheric constituents relative to location on the 
planet. 
To ob ta in  datci  concern ing  a tmospher ic  
temperature-pre~sure profiles. 
To obtain data concerning surface albedo, tem- 
perature, and composition. 
The atmospheric composition may lead to important in- 
ferences concerning the atmosphere/surface chemical 
equilibrium. 
There is sonic concern that the low resolution (17;) of 
the instrument will limit its ability to achieve the first 
three objectives and that its avclcngth range does not 
include a region tvhcre the spectrum is sensibly indica- 
tive of surface composition. 
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4. Ultrawiolet spectrometer. The ultraviolet spectrom- 
eter experiment may reve'il the amount and distribution 
of most of the atomic species in the Martian atmosphere 
as well as the diatomic species (including some ions) 
containing C ,  0, and ?u'. Scale heights of the various 
constituents. as ~scl l  as the altitude variation of Rayleigh- 
scattered light (measured in the twilight just past the 
terminatorj, may give it detailed picture of the atmo- 
spheric structure over an extended range of altitudc. 
These results will thus strongly complement the occulta- 
tion experiment. Knowledge of the upper-atmosphere 
structmc will be especially important for determining 
the basic model that best dcscril)es the atmosphere, and 
for indicating the poysible role of the solar wind in the 
evolution of the atmosphere. Repeatcd measurements 
ultimcitcly will he rlcetlcd to determine the seasonal and 
solar-c.1 cle effects, which are expected to be large.* 
Thc po\sil)lr fcatures of the &ita might include 0 
abwrption. effects of clouds. a id  niqht air glow. 
5. S-band occultcrtion. This cxperirncnt will provide 
for s c p r a t c  \f'irtiail surface prcssurv and altitude pro- 
file irir,tsurcinicrlt~, thuu refirring the conclusions of thc 
Marirwr %I'irs 196-1 cyxmmrziit. Thcx experiinent n ill l v  
ictctl 1)) thc. c~oinpn\ition mcasurcnic~its 1% hich 
will  restrict the r m i y  of rnoclels that can lw used in its 
intcqm~tation. 
It will be of p'trticular iritcrc5t for tl~corctic~il motlds 
of chargcd-pxtic4(. c b f f c c * t \ .  to compare ioilo\plieric derisi- 
tics wit11 tliox. mc,,icund on tlrc . \forincr Z V  Inission n e x  
the sunspot minimi m. 
C. Expectations From U.S.I. 
I t  is widely eupectvd, 6n the h i s  of past histor?, that 
the U.S.S.K. wi!l attempt to I.md a c,ipsiillc, on \Ix's in 
1969. The atrnosphcric entry accomplished ,it \'cnu\ Sug- 
gests that thct. have a good cliancc~ of suwceding in their 
cifort. \I i t h  their prcnscsnt 'rimited tclcmctry capability, i t  
sct'rns p1ausrl)l~~ tlt'it tlic ir me,isurcrncwts \vi11 be com- 
p;irnhle with those prformed on Ycnus: temperature. 
prrbs5ure, and clrn\it)* profiles of the atmo\phere, and 
s o m ~  gross 'itnmsphci ic mt'asuremcxh f 1 o - v ~  er, tlic 
sensitivity of the lvatcr v.ipor detcvtor \voiilcl Ii'tvr to lw 
ahout three ordcrs of niagnitiide better tlian that of tlie 
one used on Venus, if the abundance i s  sometIiing like 
the average indicated by the spectroscopic measurenients. 
It would not be unreasonable to rxpect a Soviet Mars 
OrLitcr in 1969, hased on their lunar orbiter capability. 
This rnission might prodrice the first significant m 
ments of spatial v'triations in atmospheric constit 
parameters, as well as an idea of surf'ice composition 
from gamma-ray measurements. It \vould 
to expect them to make more detailed m 
the magnc>tic ~nvironment than those of the Jfariner I V  
flyby. 
In  siew of our inability to gauge the probahility of 
Rusmi i  expc*riinmtnl accomplishmmts in 1969, we 
merclly mte  them but do not delete froin thc question 
list those points that they might answer. 
derhed from the precise tracking of an orbiter in 
a substantially inclined orbit. 
As to whether Mars has a core or if it is'liquid, the 
absence of a magnetic field and the low uncom- 
pressed density suggest that a core is ve& small 
t or solid. Direct information on a core 
requires an array of landed seismic mea; 
surements. However, if the asymmetry (see qucs- 
tion 2) is markedly incompatible with that of a 
rotating fluid of the appropriate density, central 
sh will be implied which are inconsistent 
with the presence of a liquid core; that is, the m n -  
ter of the planet would he a rigid structure 'sup- 
porting asymmetric forces. (A small inconsistency 
could lw explained b y  noncentral body stresses 
such ns qparently exist in the Earth's mantlc.) 
Wlicit is the thapc of !lie planet? Far-field pictures 
(A1arinc.r Mars 1969) \\ill give the shape but may 
be suljcct to systematic. errors Iwause of the 
atmosphere and phase Fffects. Orbital (Le., re- 
peated) radio occultation me,irurements will give 
the shape ,ind w i l l  not br. stihjcct to this possible 
rrror. Integr'ition of orbital topographic meawre- 
ments (including radar, see question 5) will give 
furthcr information on  the shape. 
\Z'h(it ure flit tliermnl rcgime a d  it$ history, t l ie 
sotirccs of Iicnt, anti t l i r  scisntic ac.tirity3 Evidmw 
will 1)e pro \ idd  h y  synoptic thcriml mnpping 
Lvith dn I R radioinetrr frorn or1)it. ' I 'hc* euperimcnt 
rerjiiirc~ 'I highlv inc4iiictl orhit Frirthri d,ita w l l  
bt. rq~i i rc .d  froin imrlecl ,iihsurf,ice hcat flou 
measurrmtwt~. lancletl sc>isinorneters. and infcr- 
cncw on pdst herit flon. froin c.ompiled geqlogic 
data. 
I\'ltnt 1 5  t l ir '  c ~ m l m ~ i f i o n  f fltr wr\ucc : in< luding 
rutfiotrctroe r i t r t l t t l e>i  and its I x t ro log ic .  ~tu lure .~  
Intlicatr\c clat,i ccin h t s  ohtained from orbit by :I 
cxninLi-r+ '  spec,tromc ter, nea-Tl3 low-rcso'trit ion 
cpectroiiietcr. or  (lesi mplicit) radar. Prrtinrnt 
1,indcd irl\trumc.nt.s inti ludr an alpha-scnttcriiig 
inctruniciit (plus X-ray fluorcscc~ncr detector, pref- 
crdldy), a pcrmnncnt magnet (rrcluire\ imqing/ .  
~ I I  X-rL1y diffractometer (p lu \  DT.4. I)rcferahlyi, 
arid ;I pctrogrnphic microsicopc. T h  lust two w- 
quire samplc a( quisition. .% landed gamma-ra) 
spectromt:tcr will drtect nuclides (smitting low- 
energy radiation. Landed irnagery ~-111 indicate 
rock forms, granulxity of soil, :inti other surface 
features. 
What is the nature of the topogruphy, the 
sui-face expression of interior processed The fol- 
low&g orbital experiments are pertinent: optical 
imagery, utilizing shadow and stereo effects to 
indicate' slopes and elevations (to tens of meters); 
repeated Earth-occultation to give systematics of 
maximum elevations, and imaging ra 
resolution IR spectrometer can give elevations to 
I km based on range in CO, (Ref. 6). Any of these 
observations, if made in sufficient quantity, ea? 
probably be used to derive the figure of the 
planet. Landed imaging will give a sample of fine 
scale topography. A landed gravimeter will give 
the elevation at the landing point. 
What are thc dens itics and ,stirface compositions 
of tlie sntellites? \\'ith a fortuitous encounter, or- 
bital imagery could gise s ix ,  shape, ancl perhaps 
surfxe detail, orbital trdckiiig, if the encounter i s  
still closer. could the mass. A low-rcsolution 
near-IR speotromcter may give information on 
surface composition, 
Wlint is the coniporition of the polar caps.? (See 
following cluc\tion 3 under atmo\phere.) 
ratios from which may be deduced the origin of 
inert elements with implications for the origin and 
history of Martian volatiles in general. If it detects 
trace constituents that represent a departure from 
a known steady-state equilibrium, they could pos- 
sibly indicate a biological origin (see question 5 . 
under biology). 
What  is the composition of e polar caps; in par- 
ticular, what are .their trace- constituents that- may 
have biological or planetological significance? 
Ground-based IR spectra suppIemented by appm- 
priate laboratory studies may indicate the major 
componepts. Orbital high-resolution IR spectros- 
copy may indicate selected vapor concentrations 
over melting poles. Landed composition measure- 
ments on a polar cap (e.g., by alpha-scattering 
instrument) will be required for determination of 
trace components. 
W'hat are the preswre arid temperature character- 
istics of the atmosphcie; ie., how do the altitudc 
profiles Gary with latitude, w i t h  time of day, and 
with season? UV spectroscopy of Rayleigh- 
scattered radiation in the twilight layer gives the 
density profile therc; radio occultation (given 
the cornposition) gives density profiles in other 
zones; arid high-resolution IH spectrometry, in 
principle, gives density and temperature profiles 
along scan path. Thus, orbital UTf spectroscopy 
(twilight) gives latitude and seasonal cffect at twi- 
light; orbital occultation gives broad distribution 
of density profiles, and orbital high-resolution IR 
spectrometer gives all desired information on the 
dayside. An entering aerometry experiment gives 
the density profile at one location, but explicitly; 
it woiild thus scrvc as a good calibration of remote 
sensing techniqws. Landed meteorological mea- 
surements givr diurnal vari,ttion of pressure and 
temperature at siirfacc., serving as a valuable cx- 
plicit end point. Probably only the landed mea- 
surements ant1 the occultation will give nighttime 
values of these quantities. 
IVliat are the naturc a r i d  properties of the colored 
hazes atid tlrc rloucls.? ThP following orbital tech- 
niques appear useful. Imagery \\ ill give cloucl 
height, where clouds anel their .ihadows can be 
sc'en. High-resolution IR sptbetrornetry will give 
cloud-top clevcitions to 1 km h \ e d  on range in 
CO,. Orbital plus groiid-hawcl imagery will givc 
tics of cloucl fomutiorr, growth, and  dis- 
nce; tiltered im,igery will do the same for 
hazes. An IK spectrometer may give composition, 
temperature, and particle size when theoretical 
techniques for interpretation of data are somewhat 
more advanced. Orbital UV spectroscopy may 
give the haze composition. A mass spectrometer on 
an entry probe (if it passes through thick enough 
haze) will give direct composition measurements. 
Imagery, by correlation of cloud formation with 
certain locations, may indicate the sources of 
clouds. Cdrrelated orbital and ground-based imag- 
ery could indicate movements of clouds, and thus 
give wind speeds at known altitudes. 
What is the nature of the general circulation of the 
atnzospliere? Orbital cloud movement studies (see 
previous question 5 )  mag. indicate certain wind 
patterns. Orbital multichannel high-resolution IR 
bpectroscopy will  give pressure and temperature 
profile maps for use in a model. Landed wind 
measurements will both give an important end 
point :ind indicatc the presence or absence of a 
very thick surface boundary layer. 
C. Biology 
The following qwstions art' related to the environment 
for life or indications of life. 
Are there any liuing organisms? Landed life de- 
tection experiments qerm essential. Rased on Earth 
analogy, t hcv  experiments require, in general. 
several days of operation for meaningful results 
(except for imagery and chemical analysis). 
Is organic matcrial present in the soil and tchat i p  
its nntrt re2 '4 landed pyrolysis experiment \vith 
g.ts-chrorn,itogr,Iph/m~~s~-~~ectromet~r anal! 
effluent gase\ is 'ippropriate. 
\%'hat arc the lmst lamling sites for ftiturc missions: 
interesting feotuics, and locations of significant 
visiIJlc c/ianqr, color, local miisture accumirlations, 
and nonhaxrrlous topography? Orbital imaging 
thermal nupping by I R  radiometer, and water 
mapping (by teehniqucs cited under question 4) 
\vi11 all contribute. 
I P  ti'ater prcscnt unti, i f  so, what is its rlistrhition~J 
The tollou~nji three forms of water inust be 
coiisidercd: 
('i) Ptmndroct m d  its manife5tations. L,mtled 
c~lec.tro-magiic~tic t chniqut.5 (perhaps ambigu- 
o u s i ,  Iaiicletl stihaurtact* sanplc and)  sis 
c-hiding, 'it leLi\t, differential thtmnal mal 
and landed imagery for patterned ground are. 
all appropriate. Orbital radar is a marginal 
possibility. 
, (b) Local vapor concentrations. Orbital water 
vapor mapping by high-resolution IR spectros- 
copy, or microwave radiometer secms feasible. 
(e) Liquid water. Orbital, visible, or radar irndg- 
ins or passive microwave measurements could 
’. cktect bufficiently large bodies of water. 
( 5 )  \l‘hat atmoc.pheric trnce consfitucnts arc present 
and J I O I L .  arc they tli.~tributecl? (These may indi- 
eatc :i conccntr,ition of substances related to life, 
try ot metafmiic activity, e.g. 3- and O,, or a 
dvpxtiire from thermocl) naniic equilibrium.) The 
mensuremmt techniques ;ire covercd tinder que\- 
tion 1 in thc pre\ iow atmosphcre subscc tion. 
(6) \4’hcit is the tliurnrrl curiotion of sclcrted cltino- 
,splicric (orirt 1tur. l i t~2 Thew tlat,i may 611 e indirccf 
e\idenct, of met‘ilmlic mti \  ity. A 1:iiitl~d gas 
chrom,ttogr,ipli \n i t h  .it l v ~ \ t  I-clay operntion timc 
is a qirnple .1ppro.\cli. Orhital IR  or U V  spectros- 
copy 111 some cast.\ gi\ c chysidc co\cr;ige. 
(7)  TVlrat nrc tlic ~~liotrtchonictrl rwction products 
(cg., ioti5, f i w  iatlrcul~, (ind stulilc molccriles).? 
Thew i n i ?  aid in iiiteqrc&ition of Composition 
m a l )  sis or  hc iiiclic‘iti\ e of \urt:icc cnviroiinient. 
An orbital UV spettiomett*r should cktec t  rnmy 
of tlicm. 
(8)  II’Iiat is tlw nntrrrc of flre minct alogy? Examples 
of miiieralogic~il con\tituent\ m c l  properties of bio- 
logical interest itre: 
(a) Solublr. ions. which m < ~ y  ha\ e mct,ibolic rolc. 
1,anded conductix it? Ine;tsurcinent\ with sLm- 
ple will indicate presence of tliese. 
(b) \17nter of hyclration. presrnce .ind relc>asr chx-  
artcristics. ‘This can be studic4 by a landed 
differcntial therim1 anal) sfs (DTA) plus 1 1 2 0  
cktector, or by IA ide-line nuclcar m,ignetic 
resonance (X3lR).  Both techniques require 
sample acquisition. 
{e)  Ability of surface m,~tcrial to fix nitrogen or 
oxygen. I x d e d  det‘i iled clicmical and  ysis 
(alpha-wattcring instrument plus DTA plus 
gas ch rom a togr aph or X- r y d if f r acto me t c r ) 
should give strong clues to thh. 
(d) Unique micro-environment (e.g., small cracks, 
capillaries): Landed lowpower microscopy 
may be required to search for such micro- 
environments. 
D. W ~ v e  of Darkening 
(11 Docs the  w a w  of darkening h a w  a biologicul ori- 
gin:-’ Is the wave due to an increase in material 
cont,iining organic compounds? Techniqucs in- 
clude orbital IR spectroscopy in the 3 - 4 ~  range, 
and landed ehcmical or fluorescence analysis. The 
latter reyuirc.s a comparison of “darkened” and 
“untlarkened” areas. therefore. either measure- 
ments m u s t  lw m i l e  at  two sites or a l a d i n g  
aehievcd just ah(~,id ut tlie WI\ e and measurements 
conducted throiigliorit thc intervd of “darkcning.” 
Doc*\ thc v, a\ e ot ddwning  rrprment textural 
or 5tructurul dcvcxlopment? Orhit‘il high-resolutioi~ 
ini,igcry may iiidic,ttc* or at lecist wggcst tliis effect. 
I mdcd imagery is bc\t, but requires comparison 
of d,irkenetl and  iionddrkmed areas as de\crihcd 
‘lbosc. 
(2)  Ilocs tlie t ~ n i x  of dorAeiiing rcprmcnt n cliungc in 
c licinicd mittposition or crgstallinc form, or n nie- 
clrniiiral ~ ~ t o r ~ n z ~ i i f  of $r r (i( r niaferi(d2 Orlntnl I R  
spec troscopy mL\y givc~ indic,itions. Lantlctl ilnLig- 
c y ,  and chemic.al a n J y i s  ,it a selected Intitudc 
aiitl .i diir,ition of set era1 \\ ecks, or intert~ornpari- 
son of similar t1:irkcncd and nond,ukcnc d m s 5  
,ire stronger possihi1itic.s. 
( 3 )  I T  tliu [ L a w  of (ltirkeniiig coticlatcd u i t l t  thc gcn- 
c~rril tt ind circulutioii? I ’ i t l r~~ mapping [ correl.ition 
of \VJ\ e of darkeiiing -A it11 cloud formation nntf 
mo\ cment) and lnntlcd \virid rncasuremc~nts wilf 
cliwctly eontri1)utc. Tcmpei:iture niapping and 
sourding will support circulntion moclels. 
( 4 )  IE t1to.c n sgetcmntic c~oniicciion b ~ t i ~ e ~ i z  flic { L U L C  
of t lui  kcning (inti t Q p O ~ Y ( l p / i r J ?  ~ r ~ i i t , i ~  im.iger$ 
m d  pos\iIily radar c m  bc, directed toward this 
question. Perhaps correlcitions with IR r,idiomc.ter 
(surface temperature) data will IJP indieatit e. 
(5) I s  the wnt‘e of clarAcninE correlatcrl with local 
utnio5ldicric coin?>o$itioii, cJspeciully zLufcr copor?  
Trtltniques iucludc orbit,il high-resolution I R  
spec troscop). ( I  1 - 0  .ibsorption 1)ands’ or microwave 
rd iome tr?, and 1:uided atmospheric composition 
,inalysi.: t mass spectrometer, gas chromatograph. 
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and water-v'ipor dcltector). The experiment re- 
quires comparison ot darkened and nondarkcned 
areas. 
( 6 )  In u h t  l iQy is the dccclopnicrit und decay of tlw 
polur cups tlircctly connected uith the wuue of 
ORA 33-4 ? 0 13 
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Thcb \\~~ll-kriow~ii clouds of Venus prcLent 'iriy opticnl 
obsrr~ations of i t \  surtxcx In thc past ten years. the r i m -  
visible surfacc. 11'1s itren stitditd b y  racl'ir ant1 p'issive 
' radio astronoiny wi th  two rcin,irl\ahle results. 
First, the \ i i x f 4 i w  is much hottcr (2600" K)  than WAS 
hc.11c.ct.d possible on tlie hasis of '4 \impltb rndiation 
energy hilmce. For r'tdiiitive cqiiilibriiiin. the atmo- 
spheric tcmptwture sh~)ulcl ie --2.%"K, ant1 the surtace 
tcmpernture w.is not e\pccttd to he \ ery much higher 
than that of tfic ,~tmosphert.. 
Second, the axid rotation is rtstrograde and extrcniely 
slow. Not only is it\ rot'ition the slowest in the solar 
system, h i t  it appcxs to be locked t o  the orbital motion 
of the Earth, so t h t  thc  w n e  si& of Venu\ fa 
time it comes to inferior eonjririetion. Heccnt ol)ser\a- 
tions of \'ems h i \  t' she\\ n that tlrc' atmospheric p r c w m  
,it tl ic s~f,ic*c is 70--13O times that on E d i .  tli'ct t h e  
atmosphere is composed most1 c,irl)on dioxide, and 
that traces ( ~ k  highly re..tctitc s j[lCl m c l  fgF) are 
j&sent i n  the atmo\phi~e. 
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orbit are known with high precision, partly as a result at a point near thca equator and 1500 km from the ter- 
of radar observations. In fact, radar observations of minator on the dark side, 543 -+ 7 ° K .  This tempera- 
\'enus have calibrated the linear scale of the solar sys- ture i s  somewhat lower than that inferred from 
tem so accurately that the greater part of the remaining centimeter-~v~ivelength radio and radar data (6W7OO" K). 
uncertainty arises from the error in the measurement of Unfortun&y, a 24-30-km discrepancy betwceii the 
Venus radius inferred from the 1'enus 4 data and that * the speed of light. 
The nature of the main body of the planet (it5 interior, 
surface., topography, and petrology) remains unknown. 
The rotation period <ippears to be a synodic resonance 
period, as alread) mentioned, which may require dirri- 
p'itivc mcchanisrns in <I liquid core for its establishment. 
dlariner V me,isurenientr hme  set an upper limit to the 
\.'cmas magnetic field of 2 X 10- that of the Earth; how- 
e \ w ,  tIie implications of this result regnrding the pres- 
c*nw of J liquid corcx are unclear in view of the present 
~mccrt,iinties ahout thr dynamo-theory cxplanntion of the 
Eartli's field. If the constitution of Venu5 is simiIar to 
that of the L i r t h ,  then a r'lchs as small as Mi056 I\m 
ivould rtquirc :i Iicjuid core comprising 20': of the entire 
m a s .  IIoreover, thv e\istciice of a liquid core ma! imply 
mountain hi lding <it  the surface (Ref. I) ,  accordingly, a 
search for evidence of siich topograph) could be of great 
'theoretical value. 
from the ground-based radar and supporting data creates 
concern th'it thg Vcnus 4 altitude measurement may have 
been in error by this amount. If so, then the surface 
pressure appe'irs to be some 130 atin and the tempera- 
ture 700°K. Radio data indicate that the surface tem- 
perature is rather uniform over the planet, but spatial 
differences as large as 100°K or so 'ire still possible. 
The optical propcsrties of the obscuring clouds enter 
into the intcrprct'ition of most spectroscopic observations 
(If \ 7 e ~ ~ u s  Uncertainties in the cloud properties and in 
the h 5 i c  theor!- itself cmse inferences from these data 
to 1,x rutcertain by n factor c?f 2 or more. The effective 
pre\siire for the formation of spectrd lints observed in 
the iie,tr infrared is on the order of 0.1 'itm (0.04-0.2 ahn) 
and the corrc\ponding temper'iture is ahotit 240°K. Thi5 
t e n q x w t i k  I\ 111 ,igreemcnt w t l i  the radiometric cloud 
teniperature (-235" K) mea\ured at IO+ Some minor 
constitucnts haw, been identified spectroscopically: 60 
(45 ppm), IfCl (0 6 ppm), and HF (0.005 ppm). Ground- 
l)d.;ed spectroscopic. o1m.n 'itions indicate that tlw total 
wntcr-vapor content above thc c.louds varies from zero 
to tens of microns preripit.ihle water. Since the 
.I Inr ii t c I' 1 ' t l ~  t cl indica tc. '1 cons t<i n t tra tosp h eric t em- 
pertitiire of 'tbout 2,X0K, there dot:$ not appear to be 
enough w'iter lapor to lw in equilibrium with either ice 
or ivatcr droplet clouds. 
Thr. hciglit of the cloud tops is not known, but it is 
prohih ly  close to the tropopause height of 30-50 km 
a h \  e thc wrfacc. The st'ite of the lower atmoypherc 
~ppc  ;in to 1 ) ~ .  claw to ;idiab~itic equilibrium, with a 
corist,\rit I : i p t +  r a t e  of 9.7" K/kin. This indic'ztm that the 
lo\{*er citinosphcrc of Venus is prol~zhly in convective 
quilihri~im, l ihc the ,itmosphere of Earth. t'riforttinately, 
itothirig i \  kraon 11 about the gcncral ,itmosplicric circula- 
tion. L'ltra\ iolet photographs show cloud features whose 
\:tri,ition\. if interpreted as circulatory motions, suggest 
ii  rircumpolir circulation period of about +S cIa1 s, cor- 
i.esponding to \i,iritl spreds of 300 km/h. On the 0thc.r 
hand, the rrportcd hincm,ttic.\ of the I'enrr! 4 par'ichute 
tltweiit .ire consistent with griitle gas motion bclou 
t l i t b  tropoptuw. The neutr,tl atmosphere \ \as first ob- 
5 C r l r ~ 1  , I t  %)-h ,ihtride ~rr']uti\-e to a s i~r face  ,if 6056 km) 
lire ic ;d)out 0.001 'itin. ?'lie scale height 
ot tlic atinoiphorc ,it GO-70 hm is ,ihout 5.4 km. 
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The upper atmosphere apparently contains about 10-o 
as much neutral atomic hydrogen as does the Earths 
upper atmosphere. The experimental upper limit for the 
aittity of atomic oxygen above the 200-km level is 
6-10-R times less than the amount at corresponding 
heights in the Earth‘s atmosphere. The ionospheric 
electron density above the 100-km level is about I05/cmJ 
on the dark side of Venus and 10’-10 cm-3 on the sunlit 
hemisphere. 
LMarincr V results showed the interaction of the solar 
wind with Venus to be different from the solar-wind 
interaction with either the Earth or Moon. The upper 
boundary of the claylight ionosphcre appears to be very 
close to the planet (about 500 km altitude). 
Irnpiovements in imaging r‘idar rtwJution s~iould re- 
sult in better indications of the topography of the planet. 
A near-future resolution of 30 km seem, feasible, h i t  
only oyer restricted portions of thc disk. The fact that 
Venus presents the mine faccb to Earth at every opposi- 
tion will rnnke most arcas “visible” only from greater 
distances, with corresponding lower resolution. Perhaps 
improved radar nwmircmcnts could also give a direct 
measure of large-scale surface irregularities, such as 
mountain ranges. 
Thermal mapping of f7enus at 3-cm wavelength has 
dlrcady begun, s o  that approximate therm‘tl distributions 
should be avaihblc t)v 1969. The opacity of the atmo- 
\pherc* is higher at 3 cm than at longer wavelength\, 
thus the thermal maps sliould relate primarily to the 
lower atmosphere. 
The controversy regarding the pre\ence, amount, and 
a variabilit). of atmosphciic water should be resolved by 
further spectroscopic mc urements in the photographic. 
infrared, a id  millirneter wal c regions. Obstwations 
should be rnade with both ground-basrd .mi balloon or 
aircratt platforms. High-resolution infrared spectra mciy 
be obtained in the 2.5-4p region, and these spectra 
could give some ind i r t~ t  indication of the cloud proper- 
ties from changcs in the spectral albedo. Low-resolution 
spectra have shown larqe change of thv &edo in this 
region. It u.ill be intrwsting to  st^ if the cffccti\.c tcm- 
perature for spectr,il line formation is thc wmc :it 3-& 
as the 235°K found for lines ne,tr lp ,ind for the clouds at  
1Op. The possibility ~ l s o  exists that unexpected molecular 
species will be discovered to be present in the Venus 
atmosphere. 
Although recent advances represent a large step for- 
ward in our knowledge of Venus arid appear to tie 
together several classes of data (e.g., the radio absorp- 
tion at centimeter wavelengths and the pressure profile 
and gross composition), the list of unanswered significant 
questions is still a long one. The fol1oLving paragrdphs 
contain the questions together with some suggested tech- 
niques for answering them. Planetological questions will 
be dealt with only briefly, since the techniques for giving 
significant anhwers to most of them involve landers, 
which are still not included in the NA4S,1 program. The 
special wicntifie importance of the cloud\ is emphasized 
in Appendix D and tfsv isotopic composition of inert 
atmospheric elements in Appendix C.  Appendix D gives 
detailed attention to the problems of the determination 
of the water content of the atmosphere. The intriguing 
speculative question of ~ ~ ~ s s i b l e  life on Venus i \  omitted 
“\vithou$ prejudicc.” 
A. Planetology 
ll’haf is the i n t r ~ r i i a l  musJ dis tr iht iot i?  A check on 
the internal maw distribution could be derived 
from measurements of the radar image of the 
plariet shape (see following question 2), the mean 
density, and thc moments of inertia. The ratios of 
the moments of inerti‘i can be determined from the 
preeix tracking of an orbiter in ‘in orbit sub- 
stmtiall y inclincd with respect to the symmetry 
axis. 
Direct information on a cor0 probably requires an 
array of landrd scismic measurements. 
\I.’hat i s  the sliape of the pjanef? Orbiting radar 
altimetrj \s i l l  describe the shape d adequate sed1 
coverage is obtained. Integration of orbital radar 
topographic mea\urenients will give further infor- 
mation. 
Si’l~ut ure die thermal regime, its history, and the 
wtirccs of I t P a t ;  a d  are there cokunocs and 
.wisi)iir actiLif!/? Thermal ma-ppmq with a micro- 
wave radiornetcr from ‘1 highly incli!ied orbit (to 
give ovcr,ill coverage) will intlic,ite the general 
tliermal regime. Landed wbsurface heat flow 
rnea~ureineiits and ‘1 1,inded monieter \\ill bt. 
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required for a clear indication of interior processes. 
Volcanic activity may be inferred if characteristic 
products are found in the clouds or atmosphere. 
Whut is the composition of the siirfacs (including 
radioact ice nrcelicles) and its petrologic nature? 
Orbital radar plus a microwave radiometer offer 
the promise of a coarse emissivity map indicative 
of composition and its variations. However, landed 
instruments will be required for definitive meas- 
urements. The alpha-scattering instrument (plus 
X-ray fluorescence detector, preferably) and the 
X-ray cliffractorrieter (plus DTA, preferably) are 
ehoicc tools for mineralogical andy sis. Each of 
tlicse instruments wiI1 rcquire acquisltion of il 
wmple and e\ 'icuation of the test chamber into 
which it is placed. Lmtled imagery (probably 
using artihcinl light) will indicatc rock toms, 
grmularit\ ot soil, and otlier pctrogr,tphic fecitures. 
\v/lUt i5 f / l L '  ?li'ltll,'6? Of t l l U  /O}J[Jgrflp/lfJ, t / l C  Sll lfUCC 
rxprersion of tlre plmzetnr!y procrrscs: cPpcciall!j 
N W  t l r p i r  tnormfain i o r t : c ~  of tprrrstrial typ~. '  Top- 
ogr.tpIi$ to , I  rtrolrition o f  teri5 of nx t fm cart he 
tletcrmirtcd I)>. ortiit,il r d i i  i rnaqc~y  utiIi/iuq si%- 
rial 5trr.ngth .inti steroo effects to indic,itci slopes 
aiiqi t.Ic,\,itionr i th  t l i t ,  Idtter confirmcxcl 11y rntInr 
Jtimctry't. i\\soc i'ttcd pa\\~\'t. micron dvr  nicnrurc- 
mmts 1% ill h, rtJcpiirrd for  Iin,inibiguoir\ intcrpre- 
tation. i,,intlt.(l im,iqing csouid gi\ c a rample of 
fine-senlc topography .A 1:indcd gr'ivimc.tcr (or 
ranging ti-nn\pondcri woulcl qi\e tlw c~levntion at 
the Innding point. 
B. Atmosphere and Clouds 
(1) M ' h c r f  is tlrc cnntpoiition of t l i c  atmosphcrc? 
(a) *%rea the minor con5titricnts uniformly m i d  
throughout the atmosphtw? 
' (bl Can arty tonrtituent5 condenw to form liquids 
on tlw rurfnct: of tlic planet'? 
(c )  Arch the atrnosplicw a n d  suifacc in cquilib- 
rium? 
id) Are argon, won, or nitrogun prcsont in thc 
:itmospherc., m c l  what is thcir origiii? 
( e ,  €Io\% is the :il)(intl,tncc of t h e  gases rclated 
to tli:it,of the m'zjor constituent CO,? 
( f )  \\*hnt ionic rpccitic are prcsc>nt in the uppt'r 
atmosphere? 
(6) What is the photochemistry of the upper atrno- 
Composition of the upper atmosphere may be de- 
termined in part by flyby or orbiting UV spectros- 
copy. A filtered radiometer for shock-wave analy- 
sis on m entering vehicle may gike composition 
information nt the ele\ation of maximum de 
tion. High-resolution JR sprctroscopy can analyze 
much of the region above the clouds; in and he- 
low the clouds requires a descending or landccl 
rjxss-spectrometer, gas chromatograph, ,mcl water- 
vapor detector. For some of the spectroscopic 
applications, it may 1)e prt.ferable to replace mea- 
surements on reflected light by measttrernents of 
solar radiatioii transmitted through the ntmo- 
sphere. Microwavt~ r'idiometry in selcctccl bnntls 
may be able to indicate the altitude distribrrtion 
ut certain components (e.g . \\.,iter). Thc surface 
incasuremcnts cited uiider Scctiori IV-A (planetol- 
51gy) may indicate thc prewnce of Jicluidr, 
.An cntcxrilig t omposition cxpcriment M ould only 
g i t r  .i prottlc~ 'it on(' lo( , ition lnit c~xpIic.~tlV, thris 
i t  woiild s e n e  <is good c,tlihration of remotc~ 
sca\lrri.r, tt&riiquc*\ [;or proper intc~rpic.t.ition, i t  
ii oul,tl n c ~ c c ~ \ u r l l > .  I J ~ .  ~ t r p p l t ~ m c ~ n t r ~ t l  1)) .tt'roriwtric 
mc~,twrtrnerits Ip. T ,  p )  on the ~ ' ~ i i t u  \ c4iicLr.. 
Somc ionic \ p ( ~ c i ~ \  111 thc Iippt'r ~tiiio\plicrc. m'i) 
he clvtectetl \pe( tr*illl. o t l i r . i \  \\ ill  rc.citiirc a11 ioii 
i i x w  <pc.ctromctc~i 011 i t i i  c-otcrmg \ c4iicli* 
:I \'cnu\ \)alloon 5 1  stcln c.,ip.\l)lt> of ino\ i r lq  lip .iutl 
tlou n over a sIibstmtia1 .iltitudr rangt.. .inti ex- 
sphere? 
(c) If thc. clouds :ire dust. is thy  du\t the result of 
\dcunic eruption or of surtace disir~tcgr~ition? 
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(a) What size are the particl 
(e) Are the clouds uniformly distributed vertically 
in the atmosphere, or are there several cloud 
layers? 
(f) Are the dark features of the clouds, seen in 
the ultraviolet, higher or lower in the atmo- 
sphere than the light features? 
Cloud composition measurements, in the ahsence 
of spectroscopic breakthroughs, will probably re- 
quire in situ experiments that involve collecting 
samples, proccssing (e.g., heating), and analyzing 
spectrometer or gas chromatograph. 
A calorimetric experirncnt to search for the melting 
and  boiling points of particles could be used. to 
distinguish hetween water, organic mdterials, and 
silicate materials. 
The balloon system cited above will I)(> most val- 
uable if it can be made to reach cloud altitudes, 
hoth to conduct system‘ttic extended samplings of 
cloud material .ind to ytudy the wind patterns 
there. 
‘ 
Transmittance of sunliglit mav givc A figure' for 
n w m  partit IC sim, but not for s u e  tlistrtbutio~i. 
Orbital iniagrxry in the 1 i\il)Ic and nc,ir-UV regions 
of tlie spectrum may I)(: the mo\t ponw-ful tech- 
nique for determining the typc, distribution. and 
movement of the clouds. 
(3) What is tlic gencral circdation puttern of tlrc ut-  
mosphere? 
(a) Is there any variation of the vertical tempera- 
turc or compositional profiles with latitude? 
(b) Are the polar regions cooler than the rqua- 
torial region? 
(c) Is the high surface temperature due to a 
greenhouse effect, to convective heating, or 
to what effect? 
(d) To what extent is the &mosphere responsible 
for a redistribution of surface or internal ma- 
terial? 
( e )  il’hy is there so little variation iii tempc3r‘iturc 
bet\pen the t l~~ysidr and the nightside:’ 
if) Are there high-spced \r.incl\ on Venuc;3 
Radiometric Ineasurenients of the extinction of 
sunlight in the cloud layer, togcdier uith spcctrnl 
measurements of the infrarcd rLidiunce of the lo\\ cr 
atinosphcw, should pio\’ide ,cd(qu,ite information . 
for ,inswering most of the. outstanding atmospheric 
model cluc~\tions. ,4ccclcwmetrrs (mt l  piob,il~1y XI 
altimrter) on an entry \&iclc during par,ichute 
descent phase n 111 gi\,c. a sample> of the wind  pro- 
file. \fore \? \tcm,itic mcnsuremrnt\ could I)(, m& 
b y  bal loon-hor n tt i I I s t  riiineri t ‘1 t i  on, and 1,111 tl c d  
mciteorological r n c ~ ~ t s u ~  cmtnts ill lw ‘I de\irLil)k 
adjunct. I midcd imagery could intl ir~~tc,  the cx- 
istence of signifirmt du\t \terms or othcr physic,il 
atmosphtre-surfnce interactions. Simpler ckvices 
would he sufficient to indicatt, the ,iccumulatioii 
of dust on a landed c,tpsuIc. however. 
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optical and radar data on the ranges and motions of thc 
terrestrial planets. The quotchd errors are standard errors 
only, the nature of any systematic errors being at pres- 
ent unknown. Some concern for the possibility of signif- 
icant systematic errors arises because of discrepancies 
between the Ash et al. values for the mass and radius of 
Venus and the more precise values (in the case of the 
mass at least) determined from the Mariner 11 and 
3farine.r 1' near-Venus trajectory, the occultation experi- 
ment, and thc U.S.S.R. Ve9tii.s 4 ntmospheric parameters. 
However, it should be noted that the new values of the 
masses do not differ systematically from the most recently 
derived optical values. 
The integral-fraction ratio of thc blercury day to its 
year has been explained by Coldreicli (Ref. 2) in terms 
of c'iptiire into &i resonant rotation mode by the action 
of tidal torques. This theory implies an explicit upper 
limit to the dcformation of the planet, but one that is 
much larger th,in reasonable estimates of the actual 
value. 
6. Surface 
Telcscopicnllp ohstwml Alrrcury shows indistinct sur- 
face markirigs. Thr. vimal albedo, color index, 9 poldri- 
;ration curves, phart. iittegral, , tnd radar reflection are 
similar to those of the hloon. 
The tempcr'iture at the subsolar point, bawd on 
8-14p radiometric- measurements, is 613" K at mean diq- 
tance from the SIIII. The midnight temperature is under 
150" K. Brightness temperatures based on microwave 
emissions are: B 
Wawlength A, cm T U ,  " K  
11 300 (over large-phase range) 
1.9 
0.34 
258 + 75 cos ( 0  - 29") 
277 4- 97 COS (0 - 38") 
The two phase-dependent curves are consistent with a 
model proposed by 3lorrison and Sagan (Ref. 3) based 
upon the following surfact. material parameters: 
Pa ru mct er c ' (1 1 ue 
Effective emission dcpth 10 wavelengths 
Dielectric constant 2 
I" 0.3 
(lipc) ' 2  500 (typical of lunar 
surface material) 
C. Atmosphere I 
Several investigators have recently produced data in- 
dicating that the atmospheric pressure of Mercury may 
be much less than the 1-5 mbar formerly believed, re- 
futing earlier inferences of a 1-5 mbar SUrfdCe  
based on polarization curves and spectral data. 
ample, spectroscopic studies by Bergstralh, Gray, and 
Smith (Ref. 4) place an upper limit of 0.04 mbar on the 
partial pressure of CO,. 
The Ash et al. (Ref. 1) values for the radius and mass 
are likely to be irnproved and. their confidence level 
raised by removal of discrepmcies in other parameters 
linked in the calcul~ '1 t ' ion. 
Continued precise radar ranging with presently avail- 
able apparatus may give the distortion of the Mercury 
cquator. Significant Earth-based optical measurements 
of it\ shape do not seem likely. 
h d i o  astronomical nieasurements at a variety of wave- 
lengths augmented by IR radiomctcr scans should give 
somewhat improkwl figurcs for the dayside temperature 
distribution and the thermal properties of the surface 
material. Howcver, determination of heat flow from the 
interior seems beyond the reach of these measurements. 
A'car-infrared spectra should give indications of thc 
strrfctcc composition, possibly to the extent of suggesting 
the nature of the bulk material responsible for the high 
mean density. 
"Secing" limitations will probably preclude any signif- 
icant improverncmts in photography of surface features. 
However, radar studies are likely to give considerable 
topographic information, some of it perhaps related to 
visible features. 
S )  stcmatic longitudinal variations in surface proper- 
ties w i l l  be of intcwst for corrchtion with longitudinal 
vaktions in thermal regime associatcd with the resonant 
rotation. 
Better limits m a y  be expected on .itmospheric altun- 
dances based on intc,rferomcJtry jre.solution 7 0.1 L I ~  I )  
of strong CO, bmds and the stbarch for other hypo- 
the t ical cons t ituent s. 
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These questions are suggested as relating to the scien- 
Is of the first space mission to Mercury, but 
ccs in importance have not generally been con- 
(1) What is ilie internal mass dbtribution? 
(a) Does Mercury have a core and, if so, is it 
(b) Jf.'hat are the moments of inertia? 
Precise measnrement of the flyby trajectory will 
lead to an improved valuc for the mass, possibly 
the first mdss dcteimination not suspected of sys- 
tcmdtic error. It the miss distanee is as small as 
oiie or t \ \o Mercury radii. the ratio of the principal 
nioments of intv-tia may also be cktermiiied. It 
seenirj i~nlihely h i t  this ratio c m  bc found to a 
suffieirbnt precision to l u v e  much significairce, at 
lenst until an orbitcr can 1)c utili;.cd. A simple 
mngnetomc>ter (on :tn :ippropriatr tr,ijcctory) would a 
reveal the n'iturc of the mLignetosphere a i d  thcre- 
by indic,itc if h f t x w !  has an  inherent rii,ipwtic 
field (with implications for a liqiiid  COT^), or a 
possihlc surfacc cx)irdiicti\ la> cr. 
liquid? Is there any magnetic field? 
( 2 )  IYhrif is tlic plr!yyic.nl vhcrpr of tlic p1nnt.t.' 
LC'holc-p1anc.t picturcs froni a flyl'y tclel ision s! s- 
tcm (at 3fur incr  ZI' rcdut ion level\ \hould givcx 'I 
signifiicmtly accurate nw,isurrmcrit ot  t h c -  plme- 
tCuy figurr. Ibdio occiiltation ineasiircmcmts could 
give an inclcyentlent value for thc r'icliiis. 
(3)  \%'lint is [lrcrnral rceinrc m i d  i tr  ltirtoiy.' 
(a) \Yh,tt <ire> tlic source\ of he'it? 
(1)) \!ht is the  v i r fx r  ,mt l  sribsurt,ic.t~ tnnpcra- 
ture rl.i\trihiitiori? 
( c )  Ifow has solar radiation ntfec tccl t lw pl.inrt? 
Lantlcd mcdsurt.mc.nt\ may he w c  
information conccrnirig the tlic:rmal ri'ginitx ant1 
Iiistory. I louwei,  the Lfoon sk~oiild wrvc 'is .I lice- 
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Table 1. Physical data for Jupiter , 
Characteristic 
Gravitational constant GM, 
M a n  (Earth = 1)“ 
Mean radius (Earth = 
Mean density 
Oblateness 
Bolometric albedo‘ 
Average temperature* 
Brightness temperature (measured 1 4 ~ ) ~  
Mean surface gravity (Earth = 1)” 
Mean escape velocity 
Valw 
1.267106 X 10’ k m a s  ’ 
317.9 
10.5’7 km 
1.35 g-cm 
1/15.4 
0.45 
105*K 
127’K . 
2 64 cm-.s 
60.2 km-s-’ 
‘GM = 3.986032 X 1Q. 
’ ’ R  ~ = 6371 km. 
.‘Terms defined in Appendix F. 
‘The temperature of a nonconducting body at Juprter‘s mean distance from 
the Sun with the bolometric albedo a s  given, receiving radiotion upon a 
projected are0 nR’ but rodioting from o n  area 4vR’ (the body rotates 
foirty ropidly) 
“g = 982 cm-r- 
In  this section, references not specifically cited-can bc 
found in one of the generd references. 
A. Atmosphere 
1 .  Composition. Absorption bands in the spectrum of 
Jupiter were photogr‘iphed by 1’. X I .  Slipher at Lowell 
Observatory shortly after the turn of the century, the 
bands were later found to be due to the presence of 
methane and ammonia. I Iowvc~r .  other data indicate 
that the. bulk of Jupiter must bc hydrogen and helium 
(we following Su1)scction R ) .  Photoclectric observations 
of the occultation of u Arietis gave for the stratosphere 
‘in inverse scale height of 0.12 L 0.04 km ’, which corre- 
sponds to a mean molecular weight of 3.3 for an assumed 
stratospheric temperature of 86” K, consistent with the 
dominance of hydrogen and helium in the Jupiter iltmo- 
sphere. hlolecular hydrogen has also been detected spec- 
troscopically . 
It is extremely difficult to obtain accurate spectro- 
scopic ahundanccr for an optically thick atmosphere with . 
<in mdtxfinite lower boundary, i.e., the cloud deck. How- 
ever. ‘L study b y  Field gi\ e, rea5onable assurance that 
the €1, abund‘incc ‘zbove thc “rt,flecting layer” litas be- 
tween 30 aiitl 80 km-atm, “with somc prrfcrcnce for the 
lowcr \ . h . s . ”  .I=, for mc,th,inc, a i d  mlmonia, Kuipcsr 
eitimates their abundances as 150 and 7 m- 
tively. Indireet spectroscopic evidenm (press 
ening of methane lines) indicate 
is about k2, which gives a 
agreeing within the probable e 
the occultation measurement. Thermodynamic eq 
rium calculations indicate that, in Jupiter’s 
most of the carbon must be present as methane; most 
nitrogen, as ammonia; and most oxygen, as water. AB 
water is froien at the temperature of the visible part of 
the atmosphere, as indeed is much of the ammonia. 
Below the visible clouds, these substances may be pres- 
ent in liquid and vapor phases. 
2. Temperature and the energy balance. An apparent 
discrepancy between energy absorbed by Jupiter from 
the Sun and energy emitted by the planet was discussed 
by apik in 1960 and again in 1962 (Ref. 1). The best 
bolometric albedo for Jupiter, 0.45, due to Taylor, im- 
plies that Jupiter should have an average temperature of 
105’ K. Brightness temperatures, measured at  a number 
of wavelengths (see Appendix E) make it seem unlikely 
that the cJffective temperature can be as low as 105°K. 
The 17.5-25p measurement is particularly important since 
it is near the maximum in the flux that would be emitted 
by a black or gray body at an effective temperature equal 
to the measured brightness temperatures (see part 4, 
atmospheric structure, of this subsection). 
There <ire many possible sources of error in these rc- 
sults. Jupiter never exhibits a phase greater than 12 deg 
as seen from Earth. The phase integral must thrrefore be 
estimated theoretically from limb darkening curves. 
There are also errors in the measurement of the geo- 
metric albedo (see A4ppendix F). Taylor estimates the 
total uncertainty in the bolometric Bond albedo to be 
15:$ (or 0.45 :e 0.07). An albedo of 0.38 would raise 
the equililxium temperature to 109” K. 
Jupiter rotates in less than 10 h. If the thermal refaxn- 
tion time of the radiating “surface” of Jupiter is largc 
comprtred with 5 h, it must radiate effectively from the 
total surfnee of the planet. If it relaxes to a very low 
trimperature in much lrs5 than 5 h, then i t  effectively 
mdiatcs only from the lightcd hemisphvre, in which the 
racfi,ttiort Id tncv  teriiper,iturc could be a s  much as %*IJ 
gre:iter tlxari 105” K (or 12S” K). Thcse calculations have 
‘~rsumed it wlar coilstant of 2 cal cnt -’-miri at the 
Exth’s mcan distnnec from the Sun. Ho\\ clver. t h r  best 
existing curvt,.l) of limb daikcning for Jupiter indicate ;i 
tempc‘raturc drop 9f about 5” I\; l)c.t\vrcIt disk center and 
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a point near the limb, indicating a large atmosph&ic 
thermal inertia. Theoretical calculations. agree that the 
atmosphere should cool slowly. The measured average 
brightness temperature then is tibout 123” K at l o p  and 
more than 130°K at 2Op. An effectiye temperature of 
125°K implies a contribution from an internal energy 
rce of 7 X 10% erg cm 2-s+1, an amount of energy 
to that absorbed. from the Sun (assuming the 
etric albedo of 0.45 is correct). 
solar sources of energy external to the planet do 
not seem to be able to provide enough energy to ac- 
count for the energy discrepancy. For example, a particle 
falling from infinity to the “surface” of Jupiter and re- 
leasing all of its kinetic energy at that point would 
supply 1.86 X 10“ erg-g’. The apparent energy sur- 
plus then could be supplied by the infall of 3.85 x lo1” 
g crn-‘-s-’ of matter, 2 x 10”. g-day ’ over the entire 
planet (at 100;; conversion efficiency). The meteorite 
mass incident on the Earth is typically estimated at 
1-2 X lo’. g-day’. A daily fall on Jupiter 10”) greater 
than th,it on Earth serins extremely unlikely, evcn con- 
sidering its large gravity field and proximity to the aster- 
oid belt. 
A fundamental phy\icnl proput) of the plmrt Jupiter 
then is its emittcd energy f lux  a\ ;I function of  \x.avc- 
longth, pliasc, and local timc of clay. This flus e m  only 
he determined ,icciiratrly from a spicwr.\ft flying by 
or in orhit around Jupittar. If the emitted flux is indeed 
grratcr than the absorbcd solar flu\, this i \  a pl:inctary 
prohlcm of deep significanw. Incitlent.tlly, Ilubbard 
( R f A f .  21 suggc~ts that, if thc cxcess cxxcectls - 10’ 
(”rg-crn’, Jupiter must be ivliolly convwtive (fluid 
throughout). (See following Sulwction 13.) 
3. The visible surface of Jupiter. 'The diwission of 
the prcsent knowlrdge of the visihle surfitcc of Jupitcr 
is presented undrr t h e  groupings: rot‘ition, clouds, 
a i d  Red Spot. 
(1 .  Rotofion. One of the remarkdhlc facts of Jo t im 
rnetcorology is that the cloiids making up  the visiblc. 
surface rotate as tM.0 distinct systems. Points \\+thin 
about 10 deg of the qua to r  constitute Sy\tcni I, thc 
standard meridian of which rotates with a period of 
9”~50ro’n3W03 GAIT Points lying more than 10 deg from 
the qquator in eittrer hcamisphcre constitutc System 11, the 
standard meridian of which rotates \tit11 a pcriod of 
the standdrd meridians make it sornewhnt academic 
9”55n’40:&’332 C;!vIT. Varying cloud motions re1 a t ‘  1vc to 
that fhe choice of a period for them be more exact 
a whole second. Soine exact standard is needed for 
erence, of course, and the exact numbers used ha 
historical significance. a 
It appeared for a time that the sources of decameter 
radiation were rotating with a fixed perio 
slightly from both Systems I and 11. A Syste 
a period of 9”5529:37 GMT was defined for 
tion and adopted by the International Astronomical 
Union. 
.Since 1961, the apparent rotation period of decameter 
sources has been about 0.8 s longer than System 111. 
Since 11-)62, t l i c  rotation of the decimeter radiation (the 
planetary magnetic field) has been measurcd regularly, 
and its rate is within 0.5 5 of System 111. 
It i \  difficult to dcfiric a unique rot‘ition period unless 
a hody h a 5  somwt h u e  ‘I s o l d  surface, which Jupitcii 
m‘iy or m a y  r i o t  Iiuvu. ?’he periocl most lil\c,ly to rcprc- 
w n t  the rot<ition of the, rolid Iml> \v i t l i  grcatcst c iccurx  y 
tvo~ild s ( ~ w i  to be th‘it iii ndiicli tlie m,ignc.tic &pol(% 
rotatc,s, th‘it i \ ,  S)stc>rn 111. Rut ,  i f  t l rc  plmcat provec to 
lit. fluid througliout, t l ic coiiccpt of “true p r i ~ d ”  mCi) 
1)c Ii‘ird to  tlcfiiic m d  of littlta \aluch. 
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c.  The Red Slwt. The most permanent feature on the 
visible surface o f  Jupitcr is the fdmons Great Red Spot. 
This feature, an rhngnted oval some 40,WO km in length 
1,) 13,000 kni in widtli, was definitely nbted ’in observa- 
tions of over 120 yr  ‘igo and probably \vds seen 2 s  long 
‘is 300 yr ago. The spot became most famous during the 
period 1879-1882 \vhen its color was quite intense. Since 
hility and color ha\ e waxed and waned. 
lor itsvlf 11.1s disappeared entirely at 
times, thc loc‘ition of the spot has alway\ been obvious. 
It was very prominimt during 1962-63, for example. The 
really rem,irkable feature of the spot is that it seems not 
solidly attxlletl to m y  fixed surface but rather has 
xvandered more or less ‘it random oker a rangc covering 
1200 deg of longitude (o\ cr thrw times around thc cir- 
cumference). Iri recmt pcriotl of \e\ (’11 month\. the 
ptmod of rot<itioii ot the R c ~ l  Spot changctl fix.(% times, 
vxying I)etn.etin 91 c ~ 5 ’ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) :  i’,ind ”SP-EN CIIT. 
Older sptwiLitions on thc nature of the Red Spot wcrc 
vari‘itions on the thcww of ‘i \olid islaiid flo‘lting in a 
dense atmosphere. I i r c w  d kiio\vlcdge 04 tlic* ph) sical 
conditions in  the ,ttmosphr.rc of Jupitcsr hcis made such 
pos\il)ilities \ w i n  wiliLc~l> 1 1 1  1961. I I i d c  proposctl that 
the, Wcd Spot miglit bt, tlie upper end of a “Ta‘).lor 
column ” a stagn,iiit column of fluid causcd by  ;‘L two- 
dimc~nion,tl ,ihnosphc.ric f h v  ,%\\ociated with a “topo- 
graphical featurt..” I€(, ‘ittril)uttd thc grms motion in 
longitiidc to ,ic.tu,il changc i n  the period of rotation of 
‘in assi1mt.d mantli. of Jupiter caustd lty h]vclrod>mamic 
motions in the core’. Of c.our\e, if Jripitcr h:is no solid 
siirfacc. the hypothesi\ swin\ more difficult to m,irntain. 
4. Attn osph sric structri r p  (models). Ignoring tong- t crm 
temporal variations. cln .itmosphwe is in A senses “tlt~fined” 
u hen composition mcl variahlrs of \ tate are knovm a\ a 
function of ,iltitutle for vxious latitudcs 2nd times of 
clay. This “vcrtlcnl pictiire’’ of a i  atmosphere ignores 
most meteorology. ltut “\veather” is normally a supcr- 
irnposed vxiation of less than about 10‘ on the avcrage 
( ondition (with thc possible excty3tion of plrenomenn 
irit olving co~idensal)l~~\, such a s  watcrj. .4 modcl at- 
tempts to account for a wlcctcd set of known obscrv,iblcs 
in thc, simplest possildc wa) .  Only onc modcl \vi11 lw dis- 
cussed hm,. th‘it of Trafton (Ref. 3) .  
The. domiiunt source of opacity to thermal rdiation in 
Jupiter’\ atmosphere 1\ molccular hydrogen, ivliich h,id 
beer1 o\ic~rlookctl prior to Tr‘ifton’s rcwnt work. Thc 
op‘icit). dctcrmint~s the atmo\phcric temperaturc profilr 
and, thercshy, its \tructure. Unfortu~iatrly, t\\o I ritic‘tl 
parametcrs th,it arc net ded to clcfinc the ,itmosplicw* of 
Jupiter arc unkn0n.n: thc IIe:W, rdtio and the kffective 
temperature. Neither quantity can be measured from 
the surface of the Earth. Limits can Le placed 011 their 
<duc~s, ho\vever, from indirect obscrvations, and these 
limits itre cited above. The Ile:H, ratio of about 1:2, 
derived spectroscopically, require\ an effectice tempera- 
ture of more than 130°K if 8-14p limb darkening ob- 
servations of the planet are to be matched. Such a 
tcxmper,iturr is in agreement with the brightness- 
temperature observations quoted in Appendix E, al- 
though not required by, them. Such an effective tempera- 
ture definitely requires an internal heat source, since it 
cxcceds even the tempcrature that a black body would 
liavc, at Jupiter’s distmce from the Sun. 
. 
11s .in ex,imple of the type of atmosphere to which 
the prcvioris condcrations lead, Trafton’s model most 
nearly meets the conditions discussed and is given in 
Tahlc 2. 
* 
Table 2. Atmospheric structure model 
Properties 
H..He 
Effective temperature 
Boundary temperature 
(temperature at zero opacity, the strato- 
spheric temperature) 
Temperature at the top  of the convective zone  
(probably near the cloud tops) 
H above the convective zone 
Top of convective Z O R ~  
Pressure at top of convective zone  
~~~~ 
Volue 
1 : l  
120’K 
95.YK 
185°K 
38 tm-atm 
53 km below optical 
depth 5 X 10 
- 1 7  atm 
In thc mrw \I hcrc. thc temptmturc is below 115”K, 
the Jovinn atmosphere is saturated with ammonia at locv 
v‘ipor Ixesmrc, and the ammoni,i contributes very littk 
to :itnio\ph(mc o p  ity. In  thc /one hetv ecn 120 and 
140”K, aminonin contribute\ significantly to opacity. Ob- 
serv‘itions indicate cloud “surface” temperatures of 
1 6 O K  in the M X O  NM, l)aiid, 200°K in the 1 . 1 ~ ~  CH,  
bmd. md 200-225°K in the i . 4p  I € _  band; the increasing 
trinpc3rctturc.\ indicatc. pt~~ctr,ition to increasing cloud 
depth\. Thtb nio.tlc.1 suggests th,tt the  clouds have con- 
sit1cral)lc \ c.rtic:il structtirc. and cstcmt. \\’it11 an i n t e n d  
cwtirg) sourcc, tlic tcmperatiirc u oulcl probahl! continuv 
to  iiicri3,isc with depth r,ctlirr than tcnd to a constmt 
. r l w  hclow thc 1wc.l to \vhich solar 1 diation pcnetratcs. 
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percent of the central frequency. Radiation above 18 MNz 
is dominantly right elliptically polarized at all longitudes. 
Emission sources appear to be localized on Jupiter. The 
most important sources nre called the “early source,” 
which occiirs when radio longitude (System 111) near 
140 deg makes its centra? meridian passage (CMP), and 
the “main source,” whicc occurs near CMP 240 deg. 
Lesser sources at 340 and +O deg are the “late or third 
source” and the “fourth source,” respectively. An un- 
zisual additional aspect was discovered in 1964 when 
Rigg found that Io (the first Galilean satellite) strongly 
modulates the emission above 20 MII;.. Also, some 
modulatiori appears below 20 hlEIz. There is evidence 
that Jupiter is a continuous source of low frequencies 
(helow 15 hfl lT\ ,  and that the Io effect may appear 
only in the intensity of the emission. 
Thtx tzntire nit.chanisin of credtion of the decametcr 
radiation is \till in a highly speculative state. ?rlcijor facts 
th,it arc neetlrd to wlve thr problem indude the exact 
nnturc of the Jovim magnetic field (its strength, loca- 
tion, : m l  chractcr). the location of the decameter 
sourcw a 1owc.r limit on the frcyuency of the cmitted 
radiation, md some I\no\vlcdge of thc c*lectromagnctic 
propertie\ of Io. r i l l  of thew now app’x  to be deter- 
m i n d  I-wt by mcms of \pacecraft irivc.\tigation. 
2. The centimeter nnd decimeter radiation. Electro- 
rnabgwtic radiation at iv,i\c~length\ shorter than 1 cm is 
entirely thernmal in origin. A summary of suc*h thermal 
radiation is givtm in Appcndiu E. , i t  wavelengths from 
,tl,out 1 -6 cm, the rdi‘ition is partially thermal and 
p,irtidly non-therm,d, but domin,ited b y  the, thermal 
component. Be)rond 6 cm, tlie non-thrrmal miiqsion 
wems to he c.on\t,tnt { lx&d on ol,servations at 10, 11, 
31, 31, 74, and 100 cm). The degrcw of line‘ir polarim- 
tion is constant a t  ,it,out 22‘ ; . Interferometric observa- 
tiom at 10.4 and 21.2 cm intlicatc1 that the radiation is 
coming from an are,i much larger than that of the 
planetarv disk, tht. rqiiatorial diameter of measured 
radiation ,it 10.4 cm extending to 4.0 xc-min ,it opposi- 
tion clist~tnce. Jupitcbr’s diameter at theit time is 0.3 arc- 
min. Detnilctl I)rightnc.s\ contours arc‘ @\,en by Berge. 
Morris aird Bcrgc diwovered, in 1961, that the direc- 
tion of polarvGition of the tlccimcttlr radiation was not 
cnnstant, but rockcd through about -c, 10 deg with re- 
spect to the rotation‘il ax& of Jupiter. The dccimeter 
r,itliation “is strongly bc.,imcd in the plane of the mag- 
nctic tquator” ,ind \ ,irics “ns thc m,ignetic axis appnr- 
rntly rocks, to and fro.” The rotation period. bdsc.d upon 
ti115 ro&iiig is,  Icithin 0.5 5 of thc. System IT1 period. 
All iridications are that the non-thermal centi 
and decimeter radiation is synchrotron radiation f 
Jovian trapped radiation belt. . 
3. The magnetosphere. The evidence for a Jo 
magnetosphere consists entirely of the observation 
Jupiter at microwave frequencies discussed ia the 
vious parts of .this section. Jupiter’s magnetic field is 
substantially dipolar, with its axis inclined by 10 rC_ 0.5 
deg to the axis of rotation and its north pole at  the Sys- 
tem IT1 longitude of 190 deg.’ The quadrupole moment 
is perhaps a few percent of the dipole moment, \Vhether 
the field is body centered or somewhat dispIaced i s  
strongly disputed, but the displacement would seem to 
be at most a small fraction of the radius. The field 
strength is unknown, but must be 2 10 G at some point. 
It must be 2 50 G at points within the radiation belt. 
Field strengths of 10-20 G at  the surface i re  often 
quo tcd. 
* Trapped particle fluxes are very difficult to estimate, 
h i t  a lo\rc.r limit t o  thc peak flux of about 10 electrons 
cm 2-s  with encrgies between 5 and 100 MeV seems 
reasona1)le. This energetic electron flux appears to peak 
in A mne about 3 radii from the center of the planet, 
and the belt extends out to at least about 10‘radii. It is 
impossible, to dcteet lower energy electrons from Earth 
at thc present time, and the flux of these may be several 
orders of magnitude higher than that of the energetic 
electrons gisen above. Similarly, protons cannot be de- 
tected from Earth, hut it is reasonable to assume th3t 
h e y  ;;re present in the Jovian radiation belts. Estimates 
of the proton flux cnn be made by scaling the Earth’s 
proton flux m d  taking into account the relative magnetic 
field strengths. Such calculations give proton fluxes of 
ahout IO‘’ protons c n ~ - ~ - s  * with energies between 0.1 and 
3 ?rIrV. but these numbers must be considered as purely 
c*onjectural at best. 
If  this account of the Jovian magnetosphere seems 
rlither indefinite m c l  incomplete, then it accurately re- 
flects the state of knowledge on the subject. Knowledge 
u~ill improve with improved ground-based radio tele- 
scopes. hut  any rrliahle solution must wait until field 
arid pr t ic l r  mrfiarurements arc made by space probes. 
0. The Satellites 
Froin the  vicbwpoiiit of cc,lc\tiJ mechanics, thew arc* two 
t) pvs  of s‘itellites. regular a i d  irregular (plus the hioon, 
wlirch lwlongq to neither e l ~ s s ) .  Regttlar satellites .w 
ch.irac.tcri/c.d hy tlircct motion in  ritarly circular oibits 
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Satellite 
J V  
1 I (lo) 
1 I I  (Europa) 
J 111 (Ganymede) 
J 1V (Callisto) 
J VI 
J VI1 
J X  
J XI1 
J XI 
1 Vl i l  
J IX 1 
Table 3. Orbital elements of Jovian satellites ~ 
Semimajor ax is ,  IO3 km 
181.5 
422 
671.4 
1,07 1 
1,884 
11A87 
1 1,747 
1 1,861 
2 1,250 
22,540 
23.510 
23,670 
Eccentricity 
0.0028 ' 
0.0000 
0.0003 
0.001 5 
0.0075 
0.158 
0.207 
0.130 
0.169 
0.207 
0.378 
0.275 
-- 
I  1"18h27"'33."51 ~ On 1.'6 
O"28:l 1 3" I 3"i 3iii42:05 
0' 1110 1 7'bh42"'33:35 
O"15'2 1 16"16"32"'11"2 I 
I 
27 46 I 250!57 
2498 : 259!65 
2940 i 263% . 
I 
I 
147' G 631" 
164' ' ' 692'' 
145" I 739' 
153' 758'' 
--__--I 
'To equatorial plone of Jupiter Eccentricities a n d  mclmatrons for regular rotelliter are slightly voriable, those for rrregular sotellttes ore extremely 
voriable 
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ExpcwnicBnts. as under qucstion (1) above, tvould 
give clc*mental m d  tli‘itc)mic-I.nolecular a l ~ u i i -  
clai.rcr-,. Flyby or orhitd high-resolution IR \pee- 
troscopy o r  interfrrometry \$ ould give. ahtindances 
of pol!scitomic molecules.  as chromatograpfiy from 
an entry probe coriltl tletect selected constituents 
i ire1 udin g or y ii ic coin pou iicl\. Tempcbr,t t urc, prrs- 
sure, denhity, a i d  composition prof-ilvs arc best 
measurvtl on rzn cntry prolw. 
possildt. ‘ire required. 
(-4,) \I‘lrut urc thc nuti ire ui i t l  origin of tlrc Grcut 
S p k S  f 1igh-rcrolution imagc*ry, IR  rxliorn 
spectroscop>!, , i t id  intcrtcronirtry data on  the 
S p J t  from a flyhi or orliitrr cornpiired with simihr 
d.itci horn otlicr parts of the planet 1% ould be of 
iiitcrrst. ~)oppIer data (for exanplc, in the \idJte 
or I R )  on the Red Spot rclatiso to \irnilar data 
from t l i c b  rc\t of the planet uould l w  usvfiil in 
(3)  \%’hut are the mean densities ofs the eight ,mall 
sutellites? A close flyby to give the mass (perhaps 
an orbiter 1s required) plus imagery to give the 
size are needed. 
(4) M’Iiat are the dynamic and optical flattenings of 
the Galilcun satellite$? An orbiter to get the dy- 
namic flattening plus imagery to‘ get the optical 
flattening are required. 
( 5 )  U’lrat do they look like? Can any history of the 
Galilean satellitcs be read from their surfaces? 
Flyby or brbital imagery is required. 
* 
(6) Do the sutellitcs haoe magnetic fields? Such in- 
formation ~ 1 1 1  have implications regarding internal 
Ftructnre. l o  is of particular interest here, in that 
one thcory ‘explains Io’s modulation of the deca- 
metw radiation on the basis of an interaction be- 
tween a proposed satellite field and the main 
Jovian field. 
Magnetic field mapping from a flyby or orb 
. 2. Suppbmentary qui’estim on satetEites. 
sphere, and that evidence is on1 
spectroscopic. 
Flyby occultation and high-resolution IR spectros- 
copy, or mass spectroscopy from a close flyby or 
orbiter or a lander wodd give data on composi- 
tion. Imagery to show hazes or scattering effects, 
or polarimetry to detect scattering could be per- 
formed from a flyby or orbiter. 
( 2 )  U’hat cuusw the pcculiar oraiige color of lo? Refer 
to questions (5) of D-1 and (1) of D-2 above. 
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ummary of Science Payload and Qbjective; 
Table A-1 summartzes the scientific objectives and sa- 
ent instrument characteristics of the experiments to be 
conducted by the Mariner Mars 1969 spacecraft. The next 
section describes the planned operation of the instrb- 
ments and gives some of the results expected from the 
experiments. The final section suggests some of the 
possible implications of the results for the Martiati scien-. 
tific questions discussed in the Mars chapter. 
Experiment 
Table A-1. Summary of science payload and objectives 
Instrumentation 
Visual imaging 
infrared radiometer 
Vidicon (cameca A); 11 X I4-deg field-of-view, alternating 
red and green filtered pictures 
Vidicon (camera 6). 1 1 X 1.4-deg field-of-view; blue cutoff 
filter to reduce haze 
I 
I 
I 
8-12p radiometer (channel l ) ,  0.7 X 07 deg field-of view; 
boresighted with N 
18-25p radiometer (channel 2), 0 7 X 0.7-deg field-of-view, 
boresighted with TV 
Objectives 
'rimary: 
a. To record surface and atmospheric features over much 
of planet a t  a resolution significant'y better than 
that obtainable from the ground 
b To categorize topographically the baric light and dark 
areas and perhaps learn more about why they 
undergo ieasonal variations 
c. To further explore this unknowil planetary surface for 
additional clues as to its origin 
d To obtain sufficient coverage at a suitable resolution to 
distinguish, on the basis of crater morphology and 
other criteria, between an episodic and a continuous 
history 
Secondary I t  has been proposed that TV imaging of the 
planet be undertaken 72-80 h before. encounter and that 
these pictures be returned to Earth prior to encounter. 
these proposed alternate far encounter sequences are 
directed toward the following secondary oblectives: 
e. Ta obtain a precise measurement of radius and figure 
of Mars 
f. To obtain data concerning cloud and haze conditions 
as a function of height, both planet-wtde and on a 
small scale, thereby, enhancing our knowledge of 
meteorological conditions o n  Mars 
g. To obtah data about the sizes, shapes, and orbits of 
one er both of the satellites of Mars 
a To measure I R  emission from area of Mars scanned by 
te!evision subsystem to obtarn a temperature map 
that can be correlated with topographic or cloud 
features observed visually 
i 
I 
b. To obtain a surface cooling curve in a scan approxi. 
mately perpendicular to terminator 
c. To obtain temperature measurements of dark-side 
surface that IS inaccessible from Earth 
1 I 
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Experiment 
Infrared radiometer 
(contd) 
Infrared spectrometer 
Ultravio!et spectrometer 
S-band occultation 
Celestial mechanics 
Table A-l (contd) 
Instrumentation 
HgGe detector (channel 1 ); 4.0-14.3~ spectrum, 0.01 wave- 
length resolution, 0.057 X 2.1 -deg field-of-view 
PbSe detector (channel 2), 1.9-6.0~ spectrum, 0.01 wave- 
length resolution, 0 057 X 2.1-deg field-of-view 
Csl+hotomultiplier tube (channel G), 1800;2200 1 (first- 
order spectrum), 1190-2150 1 (second-order spectrum), 
20-1 resolution in first-cider spectrum; 0 229 X 2 29-deg 
field-of view 
Bi-alkali photomultiplier tube (channel N), 1900-4300 8, 
(first-order spectrum), 1500-2150 1 (second-order spec- 
trum), 20-1 resolution i n  first-order spectrum; 
0 229 X 2 29-deg field-of-view 
No special spacecraft equipment other than existing S-band 
radio subsystem 
m 
0 b i e ct i v e s 
d. To obtain absolute temperature measurements of south 
polar cap to differentiate between CO1 and H,O . 
caps 
a To ascertain presence of polyatomic molecules that 
suggest biochemical processes, affect ambieni surface 
temperature. and limit UV flux at surface 
b. To determine compositional variations of atmospheric 
constituentr relative to geographic locale 
c. To obtain data concerning surface composition, gas 
temperature, surface albedo, and surface tempera- 
ture 
a. To detect presence of atoms, ions, and molecules in 
upper atmosphere of M a n  
b. To measure scale height of there atmospheric con- 
stiluents 
c. To measure Rayleigh scattering from lower atmosphere 
and UV reflectivity of planetary surface 
a To determine pressure and density in atmosphere of 
Mars and their variation with altitude, and to 
observe possible variations with latitude 
b. To determine electron density profile of ionosphere of 
Mars 
c. To obtain precise measurements of radius of  M a r s  at 
four points on ifs surface 
No addittonal equipment i s  required beyond that existing To improve accuracy of determination of significant astro- 
for radio tracking purposes 
' 
' 
dynamic constants including mass of Mars, mass of Moon, 
astronomical unit and other parameters that WIII improve 
ephemerides of Earth and Mars; investigation of relativ- 
istic effects on orbit wi l l  be explored ' 
The alphabetic-identified pxagraphs in this section 
;ire keyed to the expc>riment.il objecti\ c s  given in 
Table A - l .  
A. Visual Imaging 
Ihr ing  encountcr, the smallest \vide-anglc TV (camera 
A )  surface coverage pcr frame will be of the order of 
700 X 900 km with a resolution of 1.0 km per TV lint.. 
These picturcbs M ill be taken alternately through red 
m d  green filters, and there will be consichrable overlap 
ve wide-angle pictures. The narrow- 
angle TV (camera B)  wiI1 be ccntercd 011 these regions 
of overlap and will  provide high-rewlution vit.\vs of 
small ;ire,iY \\ how gencral charactcristics arc defined in 
the wide-angle pictures. A blue cut-off filtcxr u ill reduce 
dtmospheric haze effects in the camera R pictiires. At a 
range of 3000 km, the cdmera R coverage corresponds to 
;I Furface area of the order of 70 x YO krn 15,i th a reso- 
lution of 0.1 kin per TV line. Tht, time between pictures 
i \  42.24 s. For each spacecraft, each camera will take 
about 12 pictimar, or a total of 24 wide-angle and 24 
narrow-an&. frames during near-encounter phaFes. 
Kcy l~~rpectcd Rcsultr 
a, 11 It is ditficult to predict just what t h r  1.V cameras 
\vi11 ser. on 3lars. The best re\olution \ i d 1  he 
s?mnt 100 meters (per Ti7 l i m a ) ,  making it un- 
lik(J1y thnt l x g e  1)oultlers could 11c detected. 
Stereostopi; viewing bf areas of overlap in the 
wide-angle photos sho4d allow some estimates 
of gross sugface elevation differences (and cloud 
made. Contouring by use of a 
e photometric function (as was 
done with the Ranger pictures for the Moon) to 
provide more precise elevation differences, might 
be possible ‘if an adequate photometric function 
can be determined. 
Craters, fault lines, and other structural patterns 
will give an indication of the past history of the 
planet and perhaps of its present internal activ- 
ity. It might be possible (though the probibility 
is small) to detect volcanic activity. Distortion 01 
relative “freshness” of craters will help to dis- 
tinguish between a steady-state (or continuous) 
history and an episodic history. There will also be 
a sufficient number of “canals” photographed to 
determine their reality as surface features, and 
perhaps their physical characteristics. 
c, d 
The current plan for far-encounter photography is to 
take 8 pictures at approximately 4-11 interv:ils, starting 
40 h arid ending 12 h prior to encountcr. This plan per- 
mits cover‘ige of all p x t s  of thc planetary surface (except ‘ 
the north polar region). This plan and the proposed al- 
ternate far-encounter seqiiences involve only the narrow- 
angle TV (camera B). It would be well to note that no 
digital data will be recorded during far encounter (i.e., 
only the an,ilog tape recorder \vi11 be ustd). The result- 
ing pictures will corisequently lack the Photometric Cali- 
bration of thc near-encounter picturcs. Implcmentation 
of one of the alternate far-encounter proposals would 
increase the number of retunied far-encounter pictures 
from the present 8 to a total of cither 72 or 96, depend- 
ing 011 which plan is atloptrd. 
Key Expccted Results 
e IVith a sufficiently large number of pictures of 
the entire planet, it may be possible to measure 
the polar radius of Mars to withiu one part in a 
few thousand, and the equatorial radius and 
figure of Mars to a somewhat lesser accuracy. 
This measurement, in turn, could aid in the 
analysis of tlie S-hand occultation data. 
F Some mrteorological studies mdy be possible. 
Data concerning cloud and haze conditioris as a 
function of height, both planet-\vide and local, 
might he obtained. The hourly tlevelopment of 
clouds could provide important clues as to the 
presence of 1)ioloLically interesting areas,’ 
The possibility exjsts of observing one or both of 
the satejlites of *Mars at a useful resolution, suf- 
fident io reveal something of their sizes and 
shapes- and possibly to improve the values of 
their orbital parameters. At encounter minus 12 h, 
Phobos would cover. at most 1 pixels and Deimos 
1 pixel of the narrow-angle TV. (Each Ti’ frame 
is crhposed of an array of 704 y 945 pixels = 
picture elements.) If the satellites cauld be photo- 
graphed at just 4 h before encounter (as pro- 
posed in one of the alternate far-encountvr se- 
quences). Phobos might cover from 10 to 41 
pixels and Deimos from 4 to 10 pixels. Informa- 
tion about the sizes of the satellites would in 
turn provide information ,ibout their albedos 
g 
- 
. 
8. Infrared Radiometer 
The espectvtl range of LIartian \urfiice temperiitures 
iq within the limits of 145°K 1’ 5 310°K. At the lower 
limit. the, radiometer resolution \I ill lie _t. 0.4” K per 
digtisation Icvel, at the upper limit, it will be +O.O6”K 
per cligitiiation level. The errors quoted apply naturally 
only to effective black-body ternper;itures. Actual suf- 
f x e  tempc-ratures will be far less accurately determintd 
due to our lack of knowledge of the hlarti,iri siirface 
c,mi\\ivity. The field-of-view of the IRR corresponds to . 
‘ihout 36 X 36 km at the surface of hlars for a space- 
craft J t i tudr  of 3000 km. The samplins rates is 1 sampk 
every 2.1 s for each channel. Thc spacccrdft Lcloeity 
relativc to Mars will  he about 8 km/s at encounter. Thris, 
there will  be considerable overlap in the successik e 
* samples. 
K C ! /  E x p r i e d  Results 
ti The 1RIi cbxperimtmt will be ahlc to *issist in as- 
certaining the nature of special feiituref detected 
in Ti’ imagcs. As an example, light arc’as were 
observed around some craters in thc 3lnriricr 11’ 
TV picturcs of Mars. If the IRR scrim across 
similar features during the 1969 encountcr .tncl if  
they ha\(> a sc& of about 10 km. differcntLition 
hetween truc ground features and remnants of 
CO, or H,O iccs will he rrlatively \imple. The 
identification of cloud fcbatiires of \ arious kinds 
will also bt. fxilitated Asidc from c;pt~ci~il 1t.a- 
turcs, it is likt~ly that thcs IRR will  \how tli‘tt tlie 
daytime temperatures o! t h c s  d d  arc ii\ are from 
5 to 10 dcg warmer thm d j a c e n t  light arccis. 
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*b,c In a scan perpendicular :a the terminator, the' 
temperature will probably be 2% 4: 15°K near 
the subsolar point and will drop to 210 t 25OK 
at thc trrminator. On c w h  of the two Mariner 
,\gars 1969 spacecraft. the I R R  will continue to 
scan the d d  side of. Mars for st>\.cral minutes, 
rc,tching points on the surface which are 3-1 h 
past local sunset For I therin~l rncrtin parameter 
(kpc)\z of 0.004 cgs units, the temperature at  . 
these points nv.~ld be 180 + 10°K. Siire Earth- 
bawd measurement\ limit the range of thermal 
inertia paramctcrs for 3l;u-s to 0 001 < (kjc)' .  c; 
0.01, thc uncertainty in the mininium tcmpera- 
ture sc~nsed past the terminator is larger, and 
T = 180 4: 30°K could be expected at these 
points . 
At thc prclzsurcs expc~ctcd at the Martian surface, 
c.,irl)on cliosrdt. will wblime at 1.50 -tr 5" K.  
Through direct measurvineiit of the thcnnal 
eini\sion frorn t h c  soutlrern poI:ir CAI). i t  will bc 
detcwnincd \z hi.ther or not the tcmpcrature is 
low enough to ,illow C ice formation If not, 
it is IiLcly thnt tlic po lx  c'ip\ are f(wnc.d of € 1 . 0  
i c ~ .  This simplified tliftcrcmtiAon m'i? lie com- 
plicntcd con~itlc~ral)l>~ i f  th t ,  c'ip l i a i  e hc.,tvy 
cloud rovc'r, tnit a cuni!)ination of \ farrrrcr  ?.far, 
1969 TV and ground-hiset1 viw,11 'ol)wrv,ition\ 
should allow o ~ i c  to ,i\cci tam thc rkgrce t o  
v-hich cloud cover influynecs tlrc m(.Li\iiremctits. 
I t  d ~ o u l t i  be notcd th'it oiily one of the trio 
\pacecraft \\ill f l u  O\(T the pol,tr CAI'. 
d 
C. Infrared Spectrometer 
Tht. IRS d.it,i t o  hc t ; k n  \w11 \tart when thr. pro- 
jcctcd \lit mwgc i \  a lmut  -100 L m  :il)o\(b tlic lighted lirnb 
of hiars Thi\ startiiig hright u i l l  erialtlc the expen- 
mcmtcm to detrrmine Irou mucli wattcretf light 1% 111 
,iffeet the rclatlings on tlic planet. Onc. coinplctc spec trurn 
is mad<, c\tyj IO 5 1)y rotating a circwlar var ih lc  inter- 
fcrcxrice filtcr disk iii  front of the light lwarn. E,icti jpcc- 
trum scan coiisists of 1333 s,tmpirs. 666 per ch,1nnr4. 
Thew i\ doul)le coverage of the 4.0--6.011 spectral r;ingc. 
?'he proj(>c t d  slit irnngvs for the* tneo c.hanncls 'ire not 
superimpoecd, h u t  arts aligned cnd to end. xvitli about 
14'; overlap. At a range ot 3000 km, each slit subtend\ 
ii surface urea of 3 X 108 hm. 
organic molecules. In particular, methane, ethyl- 
ene, cicctylcne, and methanol will be looked 
i ts well as N1O, NO, KO-", hiH.$, co, c,o,, 
fI,C)., SO-" and II,S. The last two, if detected in. 
the Xlartian atmospherr, may bc indicative of 
volcanic activity on the planet. The experi- 
menters estiniate that they should be able to 
detect the organic molecules in atmospheric con- 
centrations as s d d l  as 2 ppm (assuming a 
l0-nibar surface pressure). In this spmbal region 
there are ;ilso some absorption lines of GO, and 
H,O, I)oth of whi& are known. to exist in the 
3lirtiaii atmosphere. Some of the above mole- 
cules (wch as 0,) are strong absorbers of .uv 
radi'ition, :uid knodedge of their quantities from 
IRS and UVS data could provide information 
about the amount of uv racliation actually reach- 
iiig the >fartian surface. K n o n  ledgr of the atmo- 
spheric. constituents will &o providtb 3 means of 
r Jcd~ t t ing  thr cffwt of solar r:idiation on the 
,iinbic~nt wrfact. tt.mpwaturc of Mas .  
E' If on(' \iil>tract\ the c,ffec.t\ of the 'itrnmpherc 
from the spc,c,trd obtninetl, the rcm,iining hack- 
ground radiation i\ chic to the siirfxt. tempera- 
ture (plns reflectc~l sunlight below about + ). the 
ernissivit!? of the \urf,icc*, m t I  the rhc,micd rorn- 
position ot thr wr!,tcts. 'I'hcw, c>ffects may be 
dirtingui\hable to wmt-  cstcrit in the spcctra, 
and  wmc information gained Aout  c.ac h. If thc 
cmissi\ i t )  <''in bi, cIc~tcrmirtt.d, i t  will Iw helpful 
in anJyLitig the 8-12!( I R R  chta. alIo\ving one to 
c.,tlculate thc 'ictual surfxe temperature rathcr 
' thc more intenw L hdracteristie absorptions of all . thm the effectivy hlack-body temperatures. 
Erprcicd Aesriltv 
Thc. 1.9-14.3!~ regioii of the spcbctrum conhim 
K c y  
'1 
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A@in, these quantities may vary m , i t h  Xlartian 
geogr;tphic locdle. 
'he UVS d<ita to be taken \till start u h A  the pmjected 
about lo00 kin above thc lighted limb of 
m a p  of the UVS slit in space at 100 kin 
the 3A;irtian limb u ill be parallcl (within 2-3 deg) 
g its length to the tangent to the hiiirtian surface at 
the subimage point. At a siant range of 600(f km, the 
dimensions of the column of spact. viened b y  the slit are 
24 X 240 km. Orre complete spectrd scan is macle cvery 
3 s, with 200 samples per second from each channel. 
KC!4 E~peetcti  Rrszrlt 
a The atmospheric species that arc the prime ob- 
jectives of the IJVS experiment are II(1216 .I), 
5.(1354, 3371 A),  NO('7150 11, CO(2160 I ) ,  and 
CS(3876 .I) 'Thc waselcngths listed the np- 
timum wavclcngths whcre tlie spwics \rill 2)c 
sought. It'hilc thcrc may not Iw s u t f i c i ~ n t  solar 
enc.rgy to < x v  te othcr atmospheric species. it 
will be a sec*oncIa-), objrc.tive to sctk other spe- 
c i c h .  such ti \  Kr(123.i 1). xe( l / i0  1). aiid metallic 
ions, and other molccules - in  the \pt"ctraI rmKe 
h i n  r: exam ined. 
O(130-1 .b. h(1800 K). N,(3914 .%, co (4864 Is). 
0 
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in refractivity with altitude in the atmosphgre 
will yield a somewhat more precise pressure 
profile when the composition is known. Also, 
ch as the four occultation points will be 
separated in latitude, a rough estimate 
of the variation (if any) of surface pressure with 
latitude will be possible. 
During the Ainriner Mars 1969 encounter, the 
solar activity will be near a maximum. The elec- 
tron density in the Martian ionosphere should 
consequently be higher than that during the 
hluriner W flyby. The density may reach a maxi- 
mum of about 10 electrons-cm-' and the alti- 
tude in the atmosphere where the maximum 
occurs may be somewhat lower than the 123 km 
obtained from Mariner IV. Scale heights will 
probably still be about 22 km, the value,&tained 
from Mariner IV. Mariner Mars 1969 will be 
able to refine these values in addition to looking 
for variations with latitude. There will also be a 
check on the magnitude of the nighttime iono- 
spheric elcctron density of Mars, which, accord- 
ing to the Aiariner IV data, was at least a factor 
of 20 sm5lIer than the daytime ionosphere. 
I t  is hoped that one of the two Mariner Mars 
1969 spacecraft will make a near-diametrical pass 
behind hlars and that the other will have 
entrance and exit occultation points near the 
equator and one polc. The four measurements of 
the radius of Mars may possibly Fettle the ques- 
tion as to uhether the fIattening of ;11m more 
nearly approximates the dynamic valuc (0.00525) 
or the optical value (0.0105 in yellow light). The 
former seems, at present, to be the more likt.ly 
value. The Mariner IV exit Occultation data, 
taken in conjunction with this flattening, yield 
an equatorial radius of 3393 ~e 3 km and a 
polar radiits of 3375 f 3 km. 
h 
c 
F. Celestial Mechanics 
The sok item of information about hlars that the 
celestial mechanics experiment will provide is the mass 
irs, which from Jlariner 1%' was tound to be 
1/(0,098,000 L 3,000) solar masses. I t  is possible that 
irnproted range d'ita for Jiariner Mars 1969 may reduce 
tht. error bars somewhat. It is extremely unlikely that 
vithcr spacecr,ift will pa's clow enough to either of the 
satellitcbs of 3lars to yield ckcn rough estimates of the 
satellite m'isses. 
. 
lieations for P ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~  ~ w ~ $ ? j o ~ s  
The following comments are keyed to the questions 
given in Section IV of the Mars chapter. 
A. Planetology 
(1) The celestial mechanics experiment wil 
an improved value for the mass of 
encounter TV (extended sequence), especially 
when cpupled with S-band occultation measure- 
ments for contror, should provide the shape 
(figure) of the planet to within a few km. Thus, 
the mean density c8n also be computed. The 
moment"s.of inertia of Mars will not be improved 
by hlnri@er Mars 1969 data over the values deter- 
* mined from the orbits of Phobos. and pkiinos. 
(2) The shahe (figure) of Mars, subject to possible 
errors caused by the atmosphere, will be pro- 
vided to within a few km (see above item 1). 
(3) The IRfJ investigation will provide a more precise 
value for the thermal inertia of Mars than that 
presently available. The variation of thermal inertia 
between-light and dark areas (if there is a dif- 
ference) may also be apparent. High-resolution 
TV (camera R )  at encounter can be a source of 
information on past seismic activity (through ob- 
served, fault lines, distorted craters, etc.), but it 
probably will not conclusively show present seismic 
activity. 
(4) The IRS experiment may provide some informa- 
tion on the surface composition of Mars for con- 
stituents with absorption between 1.9 and 6.0p. 
(5) The TV pictures can indicate average slopes on 
scales of several km down to about 1 km at best. 
Far-encounter TY imaging could reveal large fea- 
tures (mountain ranges and large local depres- 
4 sions) near the terminator and possibly at the 
illuminated limb, if the scale involved is at least 
several km and providing that atmospheric effects 
do not interfere. 
(6) If the approximate sizes of the satellites can be 
determined in far-encounter TV imaging, albedo 
estimates may be 'possible, which in turn could 
place some bounds on possible surface composi- 
tion. 
(7') Hcfcr to item 3 under the following atmosphere 
hriding. 
ORA 
tmosphere (2) Landed soil organic analysis experiments are o 
side the scope of Mariner Mars 1969. 
(3)  The combination of TV imagery and IRR tempera- 
ture sensing by illarincr Mars X969 may indicate 
areas of possible interest for 
I studies. Failing this indication 
well enough correlated xsith 
to indicate where suitable landing sites might be 
sought on the planet. 
(4) The I RS experiment may provide information 
Aout  the amount at w&er vapor at various loca- 
tions on the planet. At Martian pressures and tem- 
perntures, it is unlikely that liquid water would 
ever he present in large. enough qumtities or great 
enough surf‘tce cxtcwt to ht .  detected by any of 
the 3luririrr 3lx-r 1969 expcrilnents. 
nt in detectable quantities, the atmospheric 
constituents mentioned in the UVS experiment de- 
scription will be measured and scale height data 
derived for each. Similar data should be available 
for the atmospheric constituents measured by the 
IRS, though in the latter case the scale height data 
may be more heavily dependent upon atmospheric 
models. 
The IRS is equipped to detect the organic mole- 
cules of metliune, ethylene, acct!*lrne, and meth- 
anol, any of which may have biological origin. 
I’rovided thcx reflection spectra of ices subject to 
Jlnrtian conditions arc sufficiently well known, 
the  IRS may have sufficient resolution to deter- 
mint polar cap composition. Tcmperature sensing 
b y  the IRR should be sufficient to differentiate 
bctu-een a “pure” water cap and onc that is com- 
p o d  primaril) of carbon dioxide ice. 
UVS measuremcmt5 of Ra).leigh sc,~ttering in the 
t\vilight atmosphere of 34ars will be ninde b y  
both spacecraft. Four other memiremrnts of the 
atmo5pheric density protile will be provided by 
the S-hand occultation c3xperiiirent. Jlodels of thc 
tt.mperature-prcs~urc, profile of the 3lars atmo- 
sphere, constructed from these dat<i. must ,ilso be 
consistent with xvater arid carbon dioxide hand 
profiles measured by t h  IRS. 
Far-encounter T V  (cxteiided sequtwcc) may pro- 
vide some information on cloud formition md 
motion. Near-encounter wide-:tnglc Ti’ imagery 
will provide stereoscopic viewing of 0% d i p  areas; 
thus. if clouds or hazcxs are present in these areas, 
a rough estimate of their altitudes can be made. 
In addition to circulation data oht,iined from the 
cloud and haze data mcntioncd in nbove item 5, 
prevailing \vitid directions may be indicated by 
sand dunes or other such wind-clepcwdent linear 
structures, if they arc present at a sufficiently 
large scale to be seen in TV pictures. 
151 I f  conccntr,itions of :\tmosphr~ric trace comtituents 
exccwl 0 0002:; of t h c h  total atmuspherc. lvithin the 
tield-of-xieu of thr IRS they might be tlc.tcctattle 
(pro\&d, of eoiirse, thcy h‘ivc .ibsorption lxind\ 
in the 1.9-14.3p 5pcctral rc.pion that ‘ire <is rtrong 
‘15, for cxarnplr the mcdi,inc ,i’t)sorption). 
(6) Aloriner Mars 1969 I \  not  d ip t ec i  to the measure- 
. mcnt of diurn,tl ,itmosplwric. v‘iriation. cxctapt, 
perhaps, as might be indicated 1))  IRS ine‘iwr(’- 
mcn t s at different (1 is t an ce4 from tl J t’ subsolar 
point. 
0 
(7) ?’lie UVS has the c;ip‘tl)iIit! of measuring the  ‘itmo- 
spheric cons tit uen t 5 mcn t ioned in Sect ion I I - D - ;L 
of this ‘ippendiu, but only at four pIcice5. in the 
atmosphere :)bo\ e the lightcd limh and nmr thc 
terminator (for each ot the t\vo spacecraft). 
(8 )  Landed experiment4 (including surface mineral- 
ogy)  ‘ire outside’ the capahilitit~s ot J1nrinc.r Slarc 
1969. 
Alarincr 3 k - s  1969 spacecraft arrival time will not be 
optimum for observing the t’ of d~rkenins.  The 
spacecraft \vi11 arrk c crzrly in the southern spring. just 
as the ddrkening is starting. 
(1) Landed life-detection expcrimcnts ,ire o u t d e  the 
scope of Ilarincr 3lars 1969. 
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ppendix 
rtance of the Clouds of Venus an Their In Situ Stu 
of the questions about Venus that seems most 
answer relates to the nature of the clouds. 
e of their composition may have far-reaching 
tmns for surface or atmospheric composition and 
Iy for atmospheric dynamics. Ground-based polar- 
ization data have already shown that the cloud particles 
art. dielectric, with relatively small absorptiofi. Bcxeause of 
the effects of multiple scattering and adistrihution of par- 
ticle sizes, it is doubtful that a very aceurate value will be 
found for the (complcx) refractive index of the particles. 
Even if the refractive index were knovon exactly, it would 
still be difficult to identify the cloud particle material, 
since many different substances have similar refractive 
indicec, and the absorption could be due to various 
impurititx 
’ 
One puzzling fe,iture of the clouds is that they appear 
to have an “anti-greenhouse-effect” on heating of the 
atmosphere. That is, they seem to prevent the inci 
solar radiation from reaching the surface of Venus, and 
the cloud-tops radiate in the infrared. The amount of 
solar radiation that penetrates the clouds depends on the 
thickness of the cloud layer, the size dfstribution of the 
particles, and the single scattering albedo. Unfortunately, 
the thickness and optical properties of the lower layers 
of the clouds are completely inaccessible to observation 
from above the clouds, unless occasionally localized 
clearings occur. 
The optical properties of the clouds need to be known 
in detail, both for the interpretation of optical and infra- 
red spectra, and for the determination of whether the 
high surface temperature is due to the greenhouse effect 
of atmospheric gases. These problems are unlikely to 
be solved by observations made from outside the Venus 
atmosphere. 
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Importance of Inert Atmospheric Comp~nents 
TKeir Isotopic 
F. Fanale 
Complete atmospheric chemical and isotopic analysis 
of the Cytherean atmosphere is prerequisite to under- 
standing its origin and evolution. Such an understanding 
could, in turn, shed much light on the origin and history 
of the planet itself. In addition, it would aid in evaluation 
of the present and past suitability of the Cytherean en- 
vironment for origination and support of primitive life - 
both or1 the surface and in the atmosphere. Finally, such 
a knowledge (of composition) can be considercd, along 
with pressure profiles, as essential for the satisfuctory 
planning of potentially more elaborate and sophisticated 
future missions. 
The most likely contributing sources of the Cytherean 
atmosphere include: 
( I )  Continual or early, episodic outgassing of the in- 
terior (;iswciatetl with bulk planetary differentia- 
tion and/or crustal formation). 
(2) Outgassing of "planetesimals" during accretion. 
( 3 )  An initially present, or slow~ly iiccreted, solar or 
solar wind component. 
I i i  addition, the Cythervan atmosplierc may h,t\ e been 
sigpificantly modified by photodissociation a i d  thennaI 
cx~ape of light constituents, m d  by high-temperature 
cqnilihration ot the chcmicJly reactike constituents Lvlth 
vnch other and ~ i t h  solid mincral plra 
surfxe and near-surface rocks. 
Unforttinatcly. rnost diagnostic data (thaw wtiich 
rnost distinguish betwc*cn the various likely contn1)uting 
sources of the Cythtwan atmosphcrc., m d  l w t  rc~ve,tI 
their relative importance) olbe c~lcmcutal . itid isotopic 
an'dysis of the "iiit.rt" component, Le., 
gi1sc\. lye 1,lck thtase d,rt,z, and they ;ir( 
poxsible to obtain b y  spectroscopic mems alone. Data 
from a widc-range masr-sc'inning device ( p r t w m A 1 )  a 
pectrometer) oil an cntry pro?)c or a hillooii \vould, 
therefore, secin to lte c\\<-riti'tI for oh i i i i ng  , i n  unclcr- 
standing of Cythcrtan atrnosplicric origin. togct1it.r n ith 
its pl.inttolo~~ca1 iniplications. 
For example, the abundance of the nuclides Ne'", ISeZL, 
Ar",, and ATqh would reveal the importance of the solar 
or primordial component. Other rare gas nuclides, such 
as radiogenie Ar"', originate by decay of unstable parent 
nuclides in the interior of the planet throughout its 
history. An absolute abundance of radiogenic Ar"' com- 
parable with the terrestrial ahundance would almost 
certainly indicate exteesit c planetary differcntiation. 
If the ratio of thc %otal "inert gis" content to that ,of 
k O l  \very found to be?iiglicr than fhc ratto of terrestrial 
atmospheric hiL to the CO- reprewilted by the tcrrcs- 
trial carbonute inventpry, some chemical removal by 
reaction with the surface \\ ould be indicated. Cold- 
trapping appears to be ru1t.d out l y  prcsent . surface 
conditions, while prcsent cwspheric. escape of inter- 
mediate inass species ( s a y  Jf > 16) also appwrs impos-. 
siltle. Tht initiul composition of volatilcs oc.cludr~1 and 
chemically combined in dust at  the Gc tlicreaii position of 
the primordial cloud may hcive bwn different from that 
of the, E'irth - miiclr as  31 w-y's Fc/Si ratio appears to 
h'ivt br.cri greatly augincntctl 1))  mrly, intenst, d:sprsed- 
state heating prior to accwtion. I Io\vc>ver. it cxcful studv 
of  thc, elemental and isotopic composition of thtx inert 
component will .tllow thi5 \. xictl)1e to he cv,ilu;itecl. ?'hi\ 
is an important point - haring,  as it does, on the pos- 
5ibly init i,ilIy mhh droiis condition of thc ,iccrc>ting 
C> thcw,tn particle.;. T1icoretic~;il c5tirnates uidicnte tlint 
it i\. i m l i k ~ ~ l ?  that much "rq~ItIcemcnt" (\uveping + 
xwction) h y  sola- wind hi15 t.ikcn p l x t  in the (inas\ive) 
CLthercan 'itmospherc. Rut it is not known how mudi 
more inttww the sol'tr w i t i t 1  m a y   ha\^ lxwi nt c..irlicr 
st't<ch\ o f  \oI,ir evolufion. jttst 'ts information i \  not 
a i  ' i i h h k  on p u , f  caxo4phtzic tcmpcbratuics , ~ l x : n t h  
AI isotopic analyses of the. inert components ,hou~r~ 
providth dtxfinitv :ins\vers on thcw points. 
The , i h \  c w t s  of hypothc4izcd ol)wrvations m c i  ill- 
tt~pret~itions ,trc oftercd only ti\ ~llii\tr,ttions of thc \'i i t l c  
raiigc of \. c ~ l ~ ~ a l ) h ~  ~ ) l . r n ~ ~ t ~ l o q i c . , t l  .mrl other typt-\ ot i n -  
tormation that < m he gle'uicd from total ,itrno4phc~it 
< i l l ' ~ i ~  41s. 
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trnosphere In and bove the Clouds 
At visible and neu-infrared vc.avelengths, the cloud- 
top layer appecirs to be in the range 40-3Ot) mbar (to cite 
extreme values of different iiivc>htigations) and to be 'it 
a ternperaturc between 235 and 250°K. If the atmosphere 
wtw saturated at the cloud tops and a constant mixing 
ratio for water v,ipor existcd above this level (extremely 
improbablc), the upper-limit Lvater content would be 1 
part in 10'. Although this limit implies a large total water 
content above the  cloud^ i i  1 mm), it would I E  difficult 
to detect such water b) means other than molecular 
spectroscopy. IJowe\w. if this amount u.erc3 present, 
i t  would very easily ha\v been detected in the observa- 
tions that haw 1)ern m d e ,  i.e., in the 8600 .x, 1.8p and 
2 . 7 ~  regions. 
Such positive dett>c.tions of w'iter vapor ;is ha\e  been 
elaimid gi\ c estimated  content^ varying from zcro to - loop. and are in mo\t case5 dctected by doppler- 
shifted lines in thc presence of very much larger absorp- 
tion hy water in the Earth's atmosphere. The consider- 
ahlr differences in the estim,ited amounts may u ~ l l  be 
the result of real variations in the Venus atmo5phere in 
and above thc clouds. Taking all of these factors into 
account, the most satisfactory method of determining the 
amount of water vapor abovt. the clouds, and its saria- 
tion with altituclc, would he by high-resolution spectros- 
copy at a suitable \vavelength from an orbiter, n.ith 
some of the spectra lwing ohtained from solar occult'rtion 
measurements. 
For the loww ,itmospht.rt,, the problem is, in many 
ways, quite difftwnt. Froni arguments hasrd on applicn- 
tion to the visible phase curve of a more refined scatter- 
ing theory than has been used in the past, and from the 
dynamics of a hot dense atmosphere (such as that of 
Vcnus), i t  swms \cry probable th'it the cloucl particles 
have a size distribution whose mode radius is of the order 
1/2-1p. 
I 
Although small by volume occupancy, the nitrogen 
presc~it in the I7cnus atmosphere will, at the comparatively 
hfgh pressures involved below 20-km altitude, produce 
\ ery strong absorption by the collision-induced funda- 
Inent,il vibration ixmd at wavelengths between 3.9 and 
5 ; k  (and, of course, a rotational band at longer wave- 
Icwgths). One would expect, therefore, not to observe any 
significant change of apparent atmospheric temperature 
at \vavelengths shorter than about 4p, and to see a 
tlecrc,ist. in albedo accompanied by increasing temper'z- 
ture at longer wavelengths. A rapid change in albedo at 
3.Op M'BS obsemed by Kuiper and by Moroz. 
In the lower atmosphere, the watcxr vapor, if present, 
u w i l c l  he expected- to increase in mass mixing ratio ;is 
altitude decreaws, h i t ,  if this increase does not occiir, 
the percent water content may still be too low to he 
detected using direct mcbthods; Le., by capaeitativc. 
probes or mass spectroscopy. (To take a worst case, the 
Russian V~nzrr 4 result may represent a local maximum 
conccntration resulting from near saturation in the cons 
densation region.) 
It  would appear then that -the method most likely to 
succeed in thc detection and mcasiirement of tht: water 
vapor below the cloud layer cvould be infrared spcctros- 
copy ,it wavelengths thdt would penetrate both the CO- 
and the cloud layer(s), the strong central part of the 
rotational hand between 30 and 100p should he ideal 
for this purpose. A spectral rewlution of about 0.5 cm-' 
u o d d  allow, the line structure to be ohservtd \ r h n  
absorption occurs at pressure altitudes of 1-2 atm. and 
;i spectral coveragc of from 10 to I0Op would allow 
mcaningful interpretations to he made for a \'cry large 
range of possiblr. water contents. 
Again, two modes of operation are desirable: direct 
al)sorptiori/emission spectroscopy of a portion of the 
p1,inctary disk p ented to an orhiting instrument, 
couplcd tvith solar occultation measurements. The rc- 
rliiirccl r r d u t i o n  and d*avc.length range (i.e., approxi- 
m,itc.l!. 2000 spectral elernc~nts) indic'ites the use of a 
snI"iII mtt.rferometric sprvtrometer u'itli a fast ttiermal 
detector as thf$ optirnum choicc, of instriimentation. 
4 
The brightness tenipcratiire T h  of a hotly is the tem- 
that a black body would have to assume in 
give the same energy output per unit wcavelength 
en wavelength RS that actually observed. Tlic 
temperature T ,  of '1 rpherieal body is defined 
r)} : 
*liere 1, is thc himinosit!, (total energ) output) 01 the 
t iod>, H is its radius, and u is thci Stcf,in-Bolt/mann con- 
stant. Thc effrctive ttbmperattirt. thcn i \  2x1 avcmge(1 
hightness tcinpei 'iturc.. thc  tcmpcraturcs th'it <i bl'ick 
I m d y  \\auld h,i\e to a m i m e  i l l  ordcr to emit the same 
t o t J  energy a\ the real 1)otly in question. In  \tiidit,\ of 
planetary energy t~tl,iricc'. the ctfective terripcr,tture is the 
signif icmt q u m t  i ty. Uiifortuii,itt~i), m m y  \va\ clciigt h \  
arc niaccessiblc tlirough t l i c  h r t h ' s  atmosphere, thus 
all rncasurcments of planc.t,iry tcmpcwturc  ‘ire' neccs- 
s m l y  l)riglitnc~s\ tc,tupprcit11rcA5 over \om'  finitt, ivave- 
length range. 
Brightness temperatures have also Ivxn  mc>,tsurcd in 
thc 1.1-1.6-cm range h y  Staelin and Xed. The. results at 
fivc cliffcrent wavelengths var) from 98 to 123" K, and 
Table E-1. Recent measurements of Jupiter's 
brightness temperature 
8-14p 
8-14p 
8 . 8 ~  
17 5-25/1 
1 m m  
3 19 mrn 
4.29 mrn 
8 3 5  m m  
857 mm 
8 4 m m  ' 
_I 
Thermal components only 
128.5 2.0' Murray, Wildey, and 
Westphal 
139 j Sinton 
150 - 5 (equator) 1 l o w  
130 ipoles) 4 
Low and Davidmn 155 * 15 I 
I + 22 , Talbert 
4- 18 ' Tolbert 
1 1  
1 1 1  - 
105 - 
I 
12 I 
144 23 Thornton and Welch 
113 .- 11  
140 .14 -i- i a  
i Tolbert 
I Kalaghan and 
I 
I W'lfsberg 
With nonthermol components 
-- 
1943 
1964 
1964 
1966 
'1965 
. 1966 
1966 
1963 
1966 
1967 
1967 
10.4 cm Berge 1 196:- 
' A t  the subsolor point 
- 
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pendix 
etric Properties of Jw 
tometric properties of an entire planet include 
de (brightness) and color as a function of phase, 
ic alhodo. and Bond albedo. These may all vary 
at with time as a planet rotates or if it has an 
e atmospI!ere. u Iiich Jupiter certainly docs. \\'ith 
t geomctric resolution, limb darkening curb es 
dnd point-by-point study of a planetary disk can be 
madc. Each of these propr'rtir.s is important xientifically, 
both in attempts to understand a planet and in an en- 
ginwring sense for proper design of imaging systems, 
radiometers, etc. 
The Bond dlhetlo (or R:i\sell-Bond albedo) is that frac- 
tion of the total p r d l t * l  incident flux rdlected in all 
dirwtions b y  a body. It c m  be decomposetl into two 
p<trt.;: the geometric albcdo, ~ 4 i i c . h  is that frxtion of 
the total p;irAeI incident flux rcflecteci back in the dircc- 
tion from which it came; and the p 
plier th'tt averages the variation in 
anglr.. This decomposition is an 
the major planets, because the 
directly maisured from Earth while the phase integral 
can not. since nonp of the major planets ever exceeds a 
phasv angle of 12 deg as seen from Earth. Albedo is 
'1 function of wavt&ngth, particularly large variations 
bcing c-aused by extensive molecular absorption bands in 
m n r  regionr of the spectrum. 
Ehicrgy bnlancc studies obviously require the value of 
the R o d  albedo integrated ovcr all wavelengths, that is, 
the holonic>tric Bond albedo. Taylor has measured '1 
bolometric geometric alhedo and has assumed bolo- 
mctric phase integral of 1.6 to derive a bolometric Bond 
albedo of 0 . 6  He considers the uncertainty in his value 
to be about 1-15': . 
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